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This master thesis is produced in the context of the IceCube experiment and deals
with the search for extraterrestrial muon neutrinos coming from the Galactic Center di-
rection. IceCube is currently the largest neutrino observatory placed in geographic south
pole. Although the detector is deployed deep below the surface in the arctic ice there is
a large amount of background events induced by muons. Only one of roughly one million
events is a neutrino event and moreover most of the registered neutrino events are induced
by atmospheric neutrinos.

To filter for events which one in interested in reasonable selection conditions must be
assigned suitble for the purposes of the underlying analysis. This analysis is focusing on
muon neutrino events coming from the Galactic Center direction with energies between
0.1 and 100 TeV assuming a source energy spectrum proportional to E−2. To obtain
the selection conditions it is used that neutrinos barely interact and can travel long dis-
tances unhindered and unregistered by the detector before they interact opposite to muons.
Therefore reconstructed tracks induced by neutrinos can start inside the detector while
background muon events are always starting outside. Also the different energy spectrum
is used to separate signal from background events. Furthermore the selection conditions
are optimized for a point source assuming isotropic neutrino background. With the finally
assigned conditions then using a 320 h lifetime subset of the 2011 experimental data the
sensitivity of the analysis is obtained.

The deployment of the detector has been finished in December 2010 and this analysis
is one of the first focusing on muon neutrinos from the Galactic Center direction using
the completed configuration of the detector. Furthermore thanks to developments in data
compression it has been possible to transfer and store more data for the purposes of the
Galactic Center analysis. Therefore as expected the results of this analysis are improved
compared to prior analyses following similar approaches.
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1 Introduction

Elementary particle physics and astrophysics have been having many intersections in the
past and in the present. Cosmic ray reaching Earth can have energies far above the energy
range which can be obtained by man made accelerators. Therefore using cosmic rays in
experiments and analyzing their behavior has been essential for elementary particle physics
especially in its early days. Furthermore the origin of cosmic rays is still not well known and
is of great astrophysical interest. Cosmic rays are carrying information about their sources
and considering their behavior predicted by elementary particle physics conclusions to their
possible origins can be made. Therefore cosmic rays are also referred to as messenger
particles and analyzing cosmic rays contributes in understanding astrophysical questions.
Often the margins between these two subjects are not clear and the overlapping area is
commonly referred to as astroparticle physics.

Cosmic rays can be e.g. photons, protons or some heavier nuclei. If high energetic
photons or charged particles enter Earth’s atmosphere large amounts of secondary particles
arise which form so called air showers. When these air showers reach ground level they
mainly consist of photons, electrons, muons and neutrinos. Extensive array experiments
manage to analyze air showers in order to reconstruct the primary particles.

Also high energetic neutrinos are expected to be part of cosmic radiation although
the flux of cosmic neutrinos entering Earth is still not known very well. Due to their
low cross section neutrinos are extremely difficult to detect. However neutrinos have
interesting characteristics which are advantageous for astronomy. They do not interact
with magnetic fields such that they point right back to their origin. Furthermore due to
their low cross section neutrinos can penetrate through areas with large matter densities
and travel over long distances unaffected. Moreover neutrinos are predicted to be products
of many astrophysical and cosmological phenomena which are of great interest in physics
like the jets of AGN (Active Galactic Nuclei) or decay of WIMP (Weakly Interacting
Massive Particles), the most promising candidate for dark matter. Up to now the Sun and
the supernova SN1987 are the only two extraterrestrial neutrino sources which have been
experimentally established. Chapter 2 deals with neutrinos and their role in astrophysics.

IceCube is currently the largest experiment which attempts to detect cosmic neutri-
nos. It is a 1 km3 Cherenkov detector placed at the geographic south pole. It is deployed
between 1450 m and 2450 m depth below the surface which shields it from photons or
electrons. However muons are heavy enough such that high energetic muons can reach
the detector. If that happens they can trigger the detector by emitting Cherenkov radia-
tion. Also neutrinos reach the detector due to their low cross sections. Neutrinos do not
trigger the detector directly but if they interact in the detector or in front of the detector
their secondary particles can trigger it. The angle difference between the arising leptonic
partner and the primary neutrino thereby can be assumed to be small compared to the
resolution of the detector. This work is related to detection of muon neutrinos coming
from the Galactic Center direction. Therefore neutrino induced trigger events with the
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preferred direction will be referred to as signal while every other event will be referred to
as background. Since background muons which reach the detector always emit Cherenkov
Radiation while neutrinos with a high probability just traverse through the detector with-
out any interaction the background events outnumber the signal events by many orders
of magnitude. The task is to find out the differences between neutrino events and back-
ground events such that those can be filtered. More information on the detector is given
in Chapter 3.

One common technique to distinguish signal from background is to look at the direction
of the detected particle. While neutrinos can penetrate the Earth such that upgoing events
are possible, the Earth is opaque for other particles. However the aim of this work is to
detect neutrino events from the Galactic Center direction. Since the Galactic Center lies
in the southern hemisphere this technique is not applicable. Therefore other approaches
are chosen. If muon neutrinos interact within the detector, the track of their leptonic
partners produced by a charged current interaction starts inside the detector opposed to
the tracks of background events. Furthermore cosmic neutrinos are assumed to have a
different energy distribution than the background. Those two features will be used to
optimize the sensitivity of the detector. Although the sensitivity is expected to be much
worse than for observations in the northern hemisphere the Galactic Center region is a
promising candidate as observations of other experiments have indicated. Furthermore it
is much nearer to the Earth than other comparably interesting neutrino source candidates.

To assign the selection conditions simulation data will be used. The analysis strategy
and the simulation as well as the experimental data chosen for this work are discussed
in chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains the analysis and assignment of the sensitivity selection
criteria with respect to cosmic ray background. Cosmic ray background in the context
of IceCube are cosmic protons or heavier nuclei. Further selection conditions are ap-
plied to enhance the resolution of the detector. Sufficiently high resolution of the detector
is necessary in order to discern point source signals from background induced by atmo-
spheric neutrinos which are isotropic. The assignment of these conditions are discussed in
chapter 6.

Since the selection conditions are solely assigned by simulation data it is necessary to
check whether the simulation is trustworthy. Therefore the simulation data is compared
with the so called burn sample data which corresponds to a small fraction of the available
experimental data, typically less than 10%. Furthermore the burn sample data is used
to give rough estimations of the detector sensitivity after the cuts which will be finally
presented in Chapter 7. The assigned selection conditions then are supposed to be applied
on the remaining experimental data in order to set new upper limits on the neutrino flux
from the Galactic Center or to claim discovery. This process is called unblinding. However
the unblinding analysis is outside the scope of this work.

Of course there have been prior works which were also dealing with muon neutrinos
coming from the Galactic Center direction. This work is a logical succession of the work of
J. Hülß [1] and L. Schönherr [2]. The construction of IceCube to its actual state with 86
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strings (IC86) just finished in December 2010 and data of a full year with the completed
detector has been available at the time of this work as opposed to the analyses of Hülß and
Schönherr which are related to data taken when the detector has been in smaller states,
IC40 and IC79 respectively. Although effects from the additional 7 strings are assumed
to be small a charge threshold is applied on IC79 which is not for IC86. The effect of the
charge threshold removal is of particular interest when comparing the outcomes of this
work to the analysis from Schönherr. Furthermore this work is focusing on events in the
energy range between 100 GeV and 100 TeV.
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2 Neutrino Astronomy

Neutrino astronomy is a relatively new branch of astronomy but the interest in it has been
growing continuously since its origin. The reason is that neutrinos as cosmic messenger
have clear advantages compared to other particles. However detecting neutrinos is very
demanding but technical developments enable more efficient detectors and have increased
the relevance of this field.

This section begins with discussing the motivations for searching cosmic neutrinos.
Furthermore possible neutrino sources will be presented as well as the theories behind
them. This chapter ends with discussing the Galactic Center region.

2.1 Advantages and Challenges in Neutrino Astronomy

To use photons and charged particles as cosmic messenger bring along hurdles which seem
to be impossible to overcome. The biggest disadvantage with photons might be that they
too easily interact with surrounding matter. This makes it often not possible to analyze
what happens below the surface of an astrophysical object. Also do they get absorbed
or scattered easily if matter in form of interstellar or intergalactic dust is in the way
between Earth and the source. Furthermore at high energies the photons get annihilated
by interaction with the cosmic background radiation due to pair production.

The tracks of charged particles are deflected by irregularly oriented magnetic fields.
This makes it not possible to determine the source. Only for particles with energies above
1019 eV the bending radius can be assumed to be large enough to neglect the deflection.
However particles in this energy region are very rare since the energy spectrum of cosmic
rays above 1015 eV falls off proportional to E−3. Furthermore due to the Greisen-Zatsepin-
Kuzmin cutoff protons with energies above 6 · 1019 eV not only are suppressed but also
is their directional information destructed if slowed down protons happen to reach the
Earth. Only a few of such ultra high energetic events have been detected so far at all
which makes it anyway difficult to assign point sources.

Neutrons are not deflected by magnetic fields. However free neutrons decay with a
mean lifetime of 881 s. 881 s corresponds at 1019 eV to a travel distance of roughly
300,000 lightyears. Even the galaxy which is nearest to Milky Way, the Andromeda
galaxy, is around 2.5 million lightyears away such that neutrons from extragalactic sources
practically do not reach Earth. And also for intragalactic sources only extremely high
energetic and therefore very few neutrons do reach Earth.

All the disadvantages stated above do not hold for neutrinos. Neutrinos easily pen-
etrate through matter, do not get deflected by magnetic fields nor do they interact with
cosmic background radiation. Furthermore neutrinos do not decay such that they can
travel long distances. Unfortunately neutrinos are extremely difficult to detect due to their
low cross sections. The cross section of interactions between νµ (muon flavored neutrinos)
and nucleons depend strongly on the energy and is depicted in figure 1. To compare the
cross section for neutron-proton interaction is in the order of several barns (=10−22 cm2)
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In Fig. 32 we show present-day experimental bounds confronting theoretical predictions for BZ
neutrinos from Ref. [36]. One can see that the best up-to-date experimental bounds come from the
ANITA experiment. ANITA-1 was able to view a volume of ice of ⇠ 1.6 Mkm3 during 17.3 days, how-
ever, volumetric acceptance to a diffuse neutrino flux, accounting for the small solid angle of acceptance
for any given volume element, is several hundred km3 water-equivalent steradians at E⌫ = 1019 eV. This
allowed them for the first time a tough theoretically interesting region, excluding part of the parameter
space with highest neutrino fluxes.

On the same figure one can see existing limits on diffuse neutrino flux from the Auger [40],
HiRes [41], FORTE [33], Anita prototype ANITAlite [35], RICE [34], and AMANDA II [42] experi-
ments.

Let us note also that in Fig. 32 the composition is assumed to be proton-dominated. If recent
Auger results presented in Fig. 9 are confirmed, theoretical expectations for neutrino flux in Fig. 32 will
be strongly reduced. This will make observations of the diffused flux of UHE neutrinos an even more
complicated issue. However, at lower energies one still can have a hope of seeing point sources with
neutrinos, as will be discussed in the next section.

3.4 Point sources of UHE neutrinos

Fig. 33: Neutrino–nucleon cross-section as a function of the neutrino energy. Charge-current and neutral-current
contributions to the cross-section are shown with thin solid and dashed lines. The total cross-section is presented
by a thick solid line. See Ref. [43] for details.

At highest energies the neutrino flux is too low to detect one single source of neutrinos, but at lower
energies E < 1000 TeV the flux from a single source can be high enough to detect it. Indeed, in Fig. 33
the neutrino–nucleon cross-section is shown as a function of energy. This cross-section is proportional to
E at low energies E < 1 TeV and to E0.4 at high energies E > 106 GeV. Good candidates for neutrino
sources in the Galaxy are objects emitting TeV gamma rays. They can produce neutrinos in the proton–
proton collisions in objects in the case of binary systems and in the interaction with molecular clouds in
the Galaxy. In the 10 TeV energy range

�p⌫(10 TeV) = 10�34 cm2 . (20)

In the IceCube detector only a small fraction of neutrinos will produce a signal:

⌧⌫ = �p⌫nICER ⇠ 10�5 , (21)

25

Figure 1: Cross section of νµ-nucleon interaction [3]

in the MeV range [4] which is much lower than the energies covered in the figure but it
still exhibits clearly that neutrino interactions occur very barely. In order to overcome
the low cross section of neutrinos and to obtain a reasonable detection rate the detector,
or more precisely the detection medium, must be large. IceCube is currently the biggest
neutrino observatory with an instrumented volume of roughly 1 km3.

Neutrinos also are produced in air showers as secondaries. They arise when charged
pions, kaons or muons decay. These neutrinos are called atmospheric neutrinos and con-
stitute an irreducible background to the search for astrophysical neutrinos. However since
cosmic rays are almost completely isotropic and neutrinos can penetrate through Earth
easily the atmospheric neutrinos can be assumed to be randomly oriented in any direction
as well. On the other hand neutrinos of the same source will always point back to it such
that a significant increase of neutrino flux will stand out from the isotropic atmospheric
background. Furthermore as figure 1 shows higher energetic neutrinos have larger cross
sections. This comes in favor since it is believed that the spectrum of atmospheric neutri-
nos is steeper falling than astrophysical neutrinos. Therefore high energetic neutrinos are
commonly more interesting for neutrino astronomers.

Note that although atmospheric neutrinos are considered as disturbing background
in this analysis in general the analysis of atmospheric neutrinos is also of interest and
has established important discoveries, e.g. the neutrino oscillation. Also in the context of
IceCube atmospheric neutrinos are helpful since they prove that the detector is sensitive
to neutrinos at all.
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2.2 Acceleration of Particles

As already mentioned in the previous section a cosmic ray can reach extremely high ener-
gies. Particles with energies up to several 1020 eV have been measured. It is improbable
that electric fields can become strong enough to accelerate particles to these orders of
energies since the fields would instantly be neutralized by surrounding plasma. A widely
accepted model for the acceleration of charged particles is the Fermi Mechanism.

It is likely that charged particle sources are also potential neutrino sources. When a
proton interacts with a nucleus of interstellar gas, pions are produced in the process

p+ nucleus→ π[+,−,0] + rest (1)

whereby the number of π+, π− and π0 vary. These pions then decay as

π+ → µ+ + νµ , π− → µ− + ν̄µ , π0 → γ + γ . (2)

Furthermore the muons can decay according to

µ+ → e+ + νe + ν̄µ , µ− → e− + ν̄e + νµ . (3)

These are the same processes by which also atmospheric neutrinos come about except
that interstellar gas is much less dense than the Earth atmosphere such that the pions
here lose almost no energy before decay. The reactions above predict that the ratio of
muon flavored neutrinos to electron flavored neutrinos is 2:1 and that no tauon flavored
neutrinos occur. However due to neutrino oscillation it is expected that the ratio of all
three neutrino flavors are equal for cosmic neutrinos by the time they arrive at Earth. Since
in the reaction represented in equation (1) the number of pions can vary it is difficult to
conclude the neutrino energy spectrum from the proton energy spectrum. However in
a simplifying manner both energy spectra will be considered to be the same within this
analysis.

Fermi Mechanism explains acceleration of charged particles by multitudinous elastic
scatterings. At first gas clouds with intrinsic randomly oriented magnetic fields are consid-
ered. If a charged particle enters the gas cloud it gets randomly deflected by the intrinsic
magnetic fields of the cloud and leaves the cloud again in another direction. The whole
interaction then can be seen as an elastic scattering. Consider the two cases in which the
particle moves antiparallel (case 1 in figure 2) or parallel (case 2) to the cloud and bounces
back after the scattering. Recalling simple scattering mechanics it is obvious that in case 1
the particle gains energy while in case 2 it loses energy. Thereby at a certain speed of
the cloud u = u0 the energy gained in case 1 is larger then the energy lost in case 2 such
that the particle gets gradually accelerated after multiple scatterings with random u and
random directions. It can be shown considering all possible directions that the charged
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particle gains on average the relative energy [7]

∆E
E
≈ 4

3

(u
c

)2
(4)

after each elastic scattering. Due to the quadratic term of the velocities this mechanism
is called Fermi Acceleration of second order. A more complete derivation of the Fermi
Acceleration of second order is given in [7]. However it turns out that the Fermi Acceler-
ation of 2nd order is not effective enough to explain the existence of ultra high energetic
charged particles.

More effective is the acceleration of charged particles on so called shock fronts. Shock
fronts are created when some matter is accelerated to a speed vS which is faster than the
speed of sound in the surrounding gas. Behind the shock front the gas recedes from the
shock such that it moves with a reduced speed vP as depicted in figure 2. The relation
between vS and vP depends on properties of the gas. Similar to the scattering in gas
clouds charged particles can get elastically scattered on the gas right behind the shock
fronts. Shock fronts appear for example in supernova explosions when the envelope of the
supernova is ejected. Stronger, even relativistic, shocks are discussed in the context of
active galactic nuclei or gamma ray bursts.

In the second order case the charged particles were scattered in randomly oriented
magnetic clouds. Shock fronts on the other hand move always in the same direction. Due
to reflections on surrounding magnetic inhomogeneities and since the speed of the charged
particle is much larger than the speed of the shock front gas, it can get scattered on the
shock front multiple times. The average relative energy gain after each scattering on the
shock front is [7]

∆E
E

=
4
3

(vP
c

)
. (5)

Now the relative energy gain is proportional to the speed of the accelerating gas. Therefore

68 5 Acceleration Mechanisms

On average, however, the particle gains an energy

!E = 1
2
m(v2

1 + v2
2 + 2v(v2 ! v1)) . (5.11)

Since the quadratic terms can be neglected and because of
v2 > v1, one gets

!E " mv!v ,
!E

E
" 2

!v

v
. (5.12)

This calculation followed similar arguments as in (5.6) and
(5.7).

Both presented shock acceleration mechanisms are lin-
ear in the relative velocity. Sometimes this type of shock ac-
celeration is called Fermi mechanism of first order. UnderFermi mechanism

of 1st order
acceleration to 100 TeV

plausible conditions using the relativistic treatment, max-
imum energies of about 100 TeV can be explained in this
way.

5.4 Fermi Mechanism
“Results! Why man, I have gotten a
lot of results, I know several thousand
things that don’t work.”

Thomas Edison

Fermi mechanism of second order (or more general FermiFermi mechanism
of 2nd order mechanism) describes the interaction of cosmic-ray parti-

cles with magnetic clouds. At first sight it appears improba-colliding magnetic clouds
ble that particles can gain energy in this way. Let us assume
that a particle (with velocity v) is reflected from a gas cloud
which moves with a velocity u (Fig. 5.5).

If v and u are antiparallel, the particle gains the energy

!E1 = 1
2
m(v +u)2 ! 1

2
mv2 = 1

2
m(2uv +u2) . (5.13)

In case that v and u are parallel, the particle loses an energy

!E2 = 1
2
m(v!u)2!1

2
mv2 = 1

2
m(!2uv+u2) . (5.14)

On average a net energy gain of

!E = !E1 + !E2 = mu2 (5.15)

results, leading to the relative energy gain of
Fig. 5.5
Energy gain of a particle by a
reflection from a magnetic cloud

!E

E
= 2

u2

v2 . (5.16)

2.3 Sources for Cosmic Rays, Photons and Neutrinos 7

Figure 3: Fermi-acceleration. Left: Interaction of a particle of energy E1 with a cloud of magnetic
fields moving with speed V. Right: Interaction of a cosmic ray of energy E1 with a shock moving
with speed Vs [Pro96].

An ionized cloud is expected to have a velocity, which is small compared to the speed
of light: �c = vc/c < 10�4. A high energetic charged particle scatters elastically in the
magnetic fields inside the gas cloud (figure 3, left). In a reference system which is not
moving with the cloud the particle looses or gains energy depending on whether it is a
head-on or a tail-on collision.
Calculating the energy in the rest frame of the cloud leads to

E0
1 = �E1(1� �c cos ✓1) . (1)

The prime marks that the energy is in the rest frame of the cloud, E1 is the energy before
the encounter and ✓1 the entry angle. In the rest frame of the cloud the particle energy
is not changed: E0

1 = E0
2. After the encounter the particle leaves the cloud at an angle ✓2

with the energy
E2 = �E0

2(1 + �c cos ✓02) = �E0
1(1 + �c cos ✓02) . (2)

Combining equation 1 and equation 2 the relative energy change in the reference frame is
given by

�E

E
=

E2 � E1

E1

= �2(1� �c cos ✓1)(1 + �c cos ✓02)� 1 .

(3)

In order to determine the expectation value for the energy change, the expectation values
for the angles are required. Assuming no preferred exit angle for the particle in the cloud’s
rest frame and an initial isotropic distribution of particles, the expectation value for the
energy change per encounter is:

✏ =
⌧

�E

E

�
=

1 + �2
c /3

1� �2
c

� 1 ⇡ 4
3
�2

c . (4)

On average, a particle gains energy when scattering at the magnetic field of a cloud. The
relative additional energy is proportional to �2

c < 10�8. This is called ”Second Order

Figure 2: Fermi Mechanism. Left: Second order Fermi Acceleration [6]. Right: First order
Fermi Acceleration [7].
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this mechanism is called Fermi Acceleration of first order. Since the particle has been
considered to be much faster than the gas cloud or the shock front and u/c as well as vP /c
is smaller than 1, the Fermi Acceleration of first order is more efficient.

Further calculations show that the resulting energy spectrum of this model assuming
that the surrounding medium is monoatomic is [7]

dN

dE
∝ E−2 . (6)

The energy spectrum of cosmic ray observed at Earth is with the power index γ = 2.7
steeper. The discrepancy between the predicted γ = 2 and observed γ = 2.7 can be ex-
plained by the simplifications done above but also and more likely by the energy dependent
diffusion of charged particles in the galaxy.

As mentioned earlier charged particle accelerators are also potential neutrino sources
and for this work in a simplifying manner the energy spectrum of neutrinos will be assumed
to be the same as the spectrum of the charged particles inducing them. Since neutrinos
reach Earth nearly unhindered and also diffusion in the galaxy plays no role the neutrino
spectrum power index is assumed to be γ = 2 within the scope of this work.

2.3 Possible Sources

The first experimentally established extraterrestrial neutrino source has been the Sun.
Neutrinos are produced predominantly during the fusion processes in the core of the Sun.
However the neutrinos originated by the Sun have energies in the range of several MeV.
This is by far below the triggering threshold of IceCube such that solar neutrinos are
neither interesting nor constitute a noticeable background for this experiment.

The second and only other experimentally established extraterrestrial neutrino source
is Supernova 1987A in the Tarantula Nebula in the Large Magellanic Cloud approxi-
mately 170,000 lightyears away from Earth. The supernova emitted an enormous amount
of neutrinos and an excess of neutrino events has been measured at the same time in
different neutrino observatories on 23rd February, 1987. When a star with mass larger
than approximately 8 times the mass of the Sun burns all its fusion material in its core,
photodisintegration and electron capture, i.e.

p+ e→ n+ νe , (7)

occur. The neutrinos produced in this reaction carry away roughly 99% of the total energy
released by a supernova and explain the excess measured in 1987. These neutrinos however
are mainly in the MeV range. Although there are attempts to detect those neutrinos with
IceCube [5], their energy is not large enough to trigger the detector properly and therefore
are not main objects of interest for IceCube.

However also neutrinos up to 100 TeV can be induced in the context of supernovae.
Since the electron degeneracy pressure is suddenly gone due to reaction given in equa-
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tion (7) the core collapses further until it is dense enough such that neutron degeneracy
pressure arises and works against the attractive gravitational force. Consequently the in-
falling material rebounds. Theses processes happen so fast that supersonic shock waves
are induced. These shock waves can accelerate charged particles to very high energies. The
acceleration on shock waves and the production of high energetic neutrinos are discussed
in the previous subsection. This is the standard explanation for the origin of galactic
cosmic ray, i.e. particles up to approximately 100 TeV.

Although as mentioned earlier large electric fields are improbable due to surrounding
plasma there are still models explaining acceleration of particles up to the TeV range in
electric fields. Neutron stars are supernova remnants and rapidly rotating. During the
contraction to the remnant the star’s angular momentum coming from its spin must be
conserved. This leads to extremely high rotation frequencies. Furthermore neutron stars
have strong magnetic fields. Since the magnetic field orientation can be different than the
rotation axis, the magnetic fields rotate leading to electric fields which could accelerate
charged particles.

Also binaries can contribute to cosmic radiation. A binary consists of two stars or star
remnants. Depending on the system it can happen that one star swallows large amount of
matter from the other star. Thereby the matter which is in form of plasma gains energy
and is whirled into an accretion disk such that according to the Lorentz law very large
magnetic fields can occur. High energetic charged particles can move along these fields
building up so called jets. These jets can be sources of high energetic neutrinos.

Another quite important motivation to search for cosmic neutrinos is the detection of
dark matter. Candidates for dark matter are particles beyond the standard model which
interact only by weak and gravitational force. Thereby various theoretical models exist
and depending on the underlying theory the dark matter particles can decay or annihilate
whereby neutrinos are direct or indirect products. The annihilation or decay processes
might happen much more frequently in regions in which the density of dark matter is
larger. It is a fairly reasonable assumption that dark matter is more dense within massive
objects due to their gravitational attraction. Therefore massive objects are often observed
to detect dark matter annihilation or decay.

2.4 Galactic Center

The Galactic Center direction is taken to be the origin of the galactic coordinate system,
i.e. in equatorial coordinates (J2000 epoch) δ = −28.9362◦ and α = 17h46m = 266.5◦.
δ is referred to as the declination and α is referred to as the right ascension. These are
the same coordinates used by the GCHE filter [9] (cf. chapter 4) and therefore adapted
for this analysis too. As already mentioned it lies in the southern hemisphere and in local
coordinates of the detector it corresponds to the zenith angle θ = 61.0638◦.

Earth is located around 30 pc above the mid plane of Milky Way and 8 kpc away from
the center. Making a rough guess the total height of the mid plane is 300 pc such that
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there is a lot of interstellar material between Earth and the Galactic Center. Therefore it
is not possible to see visual light emitted by the Galactic Center. However observations
in infrared, microwave and radio wavelengths as well as X-rays and γ-rays have shown
that the Galactic Center is a dense region. It turns out that the mass density of stars
between 0.1 pc and 1 pc away from the center falls off proportional to r−1.8 indicating a
large accumulation at the center. Moreover an unresolved radio source has been observed
near the Galactic Center. This source is called Sgr A* (“Sagittarius A Star”) and analyses
concerning the motion of nearby objects have shown that Sgr A* is a supermassive black
hole with the mass mSgrA∗ = 4.31 × 106M�. The position of Sgr A* with δ = 29.0078◦

slightly deviates from the Galactic Center coordinates given above. However the deviation
is well within the resolution of the detector. Besides Sgr A* several γ-ray sources could
have been observed within 2◦ around the Galactic Center. These sources are also promising
neutrino source candidates. The resolution of the detector will make it difficult to resolve
the single sources. However they are assumed to contribute to the excess of observed
neutrinos and altogether be seen as one point source.

It is reasonable to believe that the Galactic Center region is the most luminous region
in Milky Way. There might be more luminous extragalactic regions since there are central
black holes with much larger masses than Sgr A* and also because Sgr A* is most probably
not an active galactic nucleus. However even the Andromeda galaxy which is the nearest
is approximately 100 times more far away than the Galactic Center and it would need
to be 10,000 times more luminous in order to produce the same flux seen from Earth.
Therefore the center regions of other galaxies will most probably appear fainter on Earth
than the Galactic Center of Milky Way.
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3 IceCube and Track Reconstruction

IceCube is a neutrino observatory placed at the geographic South Pole and its intended
purpose is to detect and analyze extraterrestrial neutrino sources. It is a Cherenkov
detector using the arctic ice as detection medium. 5160 detection devices called DOM
(Digital Optical Modules) are held by 86 vertical strings and cover an area of roughly
1 km3 between 1450 m and 2450 m depth below the surface. Each string holds 60 DOMs
with the vertical spacing of 17 m between two neighboring DOMs. The horizontal distances
between two neighboring strings is roughly 125 m. The installation of the detector was
completed in December 2010. However already before the detector was running with fewer
strings. A sketch of the top view is given in figure 3. There is an accumulation of strings
in the center of the detector. The strings marked red are called DeepCore-strings and
have been deployed in order to analyze low energetic events below 100 GeV. 10 of the
DeepCore DOMs per string are deployed with a vertical spacing of 10 m between the
DOMs above the dust layer located around the depth of 2050 m and the other 50 DOMs
are deployed below the dust layer with a vertical spacing of 7 m. The horizontal distances
between the DeepCore-strings range between 42 m and 72 m.

The DOMs are basically photomultiplier tubes placed within a protective glass sphere
and are sensitive to single photons. Since neutrinos are not charged they do not emit

Figure 3: Schematic top view of IceCube in IC86 configuration [10].
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Cherenkov light. However neutrinos can nevertheless be detected indirectly. According to
the theory of weak interaction the two processes

νl +X → l + Y (8)

νl +X → νl + Y (9)

are possible. X represents the nucleus interacting with the neutrino and Y represents
the remnants of the processes. l refers to a charged lepton and can be either electron e,
muon µ or tauon τ . The reaction represented in equation (8) is designated as charged
current interaction since a W+ or W− boson is exchanged and the reaction represented in
equation (9) in which a Z0 boson is exchanged is referred to as neutral current interaction.
Although both processes can emit radiation and trigger an event only the charged current
interaction events are of interest in this analysis.

3.1 Cherenkov Radiation

Photons have in medium a lower propagation speed than in vacuum. While in vacuum
according to the theory of relativity no particle can be faster than photons, in medium it
is actually possible. A charged particle of very high energy traverses a medium almost at
the speed of light and by interaction with the surrounding atoms emit light. Assuming
the energy loss of the charged particle to be small such that its velocity stays constant
the emitted light waves from different positions will constructively interfere resulting in
a light front as depicted in figure 4. Considering the geometrical symmetry the resulting
shape of the light front will be conelike. By simple geometry consideration the angle θC
can be determined as

cos θC =
c

vn
(10)

where v is the velocity of the charged particle, c the speed of light and n the refractive
index of the medium. Thus for Cherenkov radiation to occur the velocity of the charged
particle must be larger than the speed of light in this medium which is c/n.

The frequency spectrum of the Cherenkov radiation is obtained by the Frank-Tamm
formula

dE =
µ(ω)q2

4π
ω
(
1− cos2 θC(ω)

)
dxdω (11)

where dE is the energy emitted per length dx and per frequency domain dω. Furthermore
q is the charge of the particle and µ the permeability of the medium which is frequency
dependent. Also θC is frequency dependent due to the frequency dependence of the refrac-
tive index n. Conclusively the color of Cherenkov radiation is medium specific. Also the
absorption properties of the medium affects the color of the light. However it turns out
that most media used for Cherenkov detection, e.g. water and ice, has the highest energy
density in the blue-ultraviolet region.
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2 NEUTRINO ASTROPHYSICS WITH THE ICECUBE DETECTOR

and the atmospheric neutrino background. Until now no extraterrestrial di�use neutrino
flux was observed.

2.5 Detection Mechanisms for Neutrinos
Neutrinos only interact via the weak force. Therefore a direct measurement is not pos-
sible. Very common is the indirect detection via �erenkov light produced by secondary
particles2.
�erenkov light is produced when a charged particle moves through a medium with a ve-
locity larger than the velocity of light in that medium. The velocity of light in a medium
with the refractive index n is given by the following equation:

cmedium = c/n (2.7)

The �erenkov photons are emitted on a cone with the opening angle (90¶ ≠ ◊C) around
its trajectory (see figure 2.11).
The angle ◊C is given by:

cos ◊C = 1
—n

+ q (2.8)

— is the ratio of the particles velocity and the speed of light in vacuum. q is a quantum
correction factor with small practical importance [1].

Figure 2.11: Sketch of the �erenkov cone [21]. In red the trajectory of the charged particle.
The blue line corresponds to the electromagnetic wave front.

The refractive index of the glacial ice, in which IceCube is constructed, depends on the
wavelength of the electromagnetic wave. It decreases monotonically with increasing wave-
length from 1.38 at 337 nm to 1.33 at 532 nm [22]. For the propagation of the photons, the
purity of the ice is important as well. The ice at the South Pole is most transparent for

2In case of IceCube mostly muons produced via charged current (CC) interactions (see section 2.6.3)
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Figure 4: Geometry of the Cherenkov cone [8]. The red arrow represents the charged
particle and the blue line and arrows the wave front of the emitted light and its
propagation.

3.2 Event Construction

The amount of registered DOM pulses, also called hits, is enormous and to deal with
the transmission and storage of the data it is desirable to have some simple local cleaning
algorithms. Besides Cherenkov radiation other processes in the ice emitting photons excite
the DOMs and induce noise. In order to reduce noise data, only hits are saved if a trigger
occurs which indicates that there has been an actual muon induced signal or anything else
that is interesting. If a trigger occurs, then all pulses in the timeframe of 5 µs before the
first trigger hit and 5 µs after the last trigger hit is sent to the surface and stored. The
hits belonging to a trigger compose an event.

A trigger occurs if at least eight DOMs of the whole detector (SMT8) or three DOMs of
the DeepCore strings (SMT3) register a pulse within 5 µs or if five DOMs out of seven in
a row in the same string register a pulse within 1.5 µs (StringTrigger). It is distinguished
between so called HLC (Hard Local Coincidence) pulses and SLC (Soft Local Coincidence)
pulses. HLC occurs if two out of three DOMs in a row register a pulse within 1 µs. All
other pulses are SLC. From HLC pulses all available information is stored while from SLC
pulses only restricted information is kept.

Ideally each trigger corresponds to one physical event. However the overall trigger
rate of IceCube is roughly 2.5 kHz. From those events roughly 5% contain two or even
more physical events. These events are called coincident events. The quality of the track
reconstruction for coincident events are typically very bad since the algorithm used here
assumes that there is only one track. Furthermore if a neutrino event is coincident it is
highly probable that the other event is a background event. The main goal of this analysis
is to filter for neutrino induced events, i.e. event which show clear characteristics of such.
Therefore coincident neutrino events are left out when doing the signal selection analysis.

As mentioned in the last section neutrinos travel through the detector undetected.
Only if they interact the reaction products emit photons. The hadrons with which the
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neutrinos interact cause hadronic cascades. The signal shape of the leptons however show
characteristics depending on their flavor. Figure 5 depicts them. Note however that most
of the registered events are cosmic ray muon events and roughly only one of a million
events are neutrino events.

2 NEUTRINO ASTROPHYSICS WITH THE ICECUBE DETECTOR

2.6.3 Expected Neutrino Signatures

Neutrinos only interact via the weak force. If a neutrino interacts with a nucleus via
the charged mediator particle of the weak force, a charged lepton of the same flavor as
the primary neutrino is produced. IceCube was designed to detect high energy neutrinos
via these charged current (CC) interactions by detecting the produced leptons. The high
energetic leptons e±, µ± and ·± produce light. IceCube detects these leptons via their
emission of �erenkov light (see section 2.5).
For all three flavors, the CC interaction induces a hadronic cascade3 which produces light
as well. The behavior of the di�erent leptons in the detector di�er due to their di�erent
lifetimes and masses (see figure 2.17).

Figure 2.17: The left half is a sketch of the expected signatures of the three neutrino flavors
in ice [21]. The right shows simulated events in the IceCube detector [7]. Each
colored sphere represents a hit DOM. The size of the spheres corresponds to the
number of detected photons. The color represents the time (red = early , green
= late). The upper track is induced by a ‹µ. The roughly spherical event in the
middle panel is a cascade induced by a ‹e. The signal shown at the bottom is the
signature of a ‹· (called double bang).

3A neutral current (NC) interaction (‹̄l +N ≠æ ‹̄l +X) can also induce a hadronic cascade.

24

Figure 5: Signal shape of neutrino events [8]

Electrons get stopped quickly since they radiate a large amount of energy by pair
production and bremsstrahlung due to their low mass. The result is an electromagnetic
cascade. Due to the short range of electrons the shape of the events look rather spherical
and it is very difficult to reconstruct the tracks. Tauons are much heavier than electrons
and do not radiate that much Bremsstrahlung. Instead due to their high mass they decay
with a mean lifetime of 2.906 · 10−13 s into

τ → e+ ν̄e + ντ , τ → µ+ ν̄µ + ντ or τ → d+ ū+ ντ (12)

where u represents an up-quark and d a down-quark. The products then emit their
characteristic signals. Thus in the case that an electron is produced this leads to a picture
of two spherical signal shapes whereby the distance between them depend on the energy.

Muons on the other hand do decay with a mean lifetime of 2.2 · 10−6 s. Also due
to their high mass they do not lose energy as fast as electrons such that they can travel
a long path within the ice emitting Cherenkov radiation. This makes it possible to re-
construct a track and compared to tauons or electrons it is much easier to estimate the
direction of the events. That is also the reason why muons are practically the only par-
ticles which can reach the detector from background events although it is deployed deep
in ice. All the characteristics discussed above of course also hold for the corresponding
leptonic antiparticles.
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3.3 Track Reconstruction

Track reconstruction is an important topic in IceCube and has been revised and improved
gradually. Not only is a good track reconstruction important to measure the direction of
an event but also to distinguish background from signal. On the other hand depending on
the available capacity also calculation complexity matters and reconstruction algorithms
as simple as possible are preferable which holds e.g. especially for the online reconstruction.
However having the data saved more powerful algorithms can be used to obtain better
reconstruction qualities.

The Pandel reconstruction has been a popular and proven tool to reconstruct the
tracks. There are several variants of it depending on how to estimate the probability
density functions. For this analysis SPE, SPE2 and MPE have been available from which
MPE have been finally chosen. The MPE Pandel reconstruction assumes always an infinite
track. In order to distinguish signal from background it is necessary to asses whether a
track starts inside the detector. For this purpose the FiniteReco algorithm is used.

3.3.1 Pandel Log-Likelihood Analysis

Due to scattering during the propagation of the photons and also due to other minor
fluctuating effects, e.g jitter in the response of the DOMs, it is not applicable to reconstruct
the muon tracks in deterministic manner. Instead for different hypotheses for the muon
tracks the likelihood is estimated based on observations and the hypothesis with the highest
likelihood is selected.

The track of a muon has five geometrical degrees of freedom, which can be represented
by three coordinates assigning any point on the track and two coordinates, e.g. angular
coordinates, assigning the direction. Since the muons are highly relativistic the velocities

3 Reconstruction Algorithms

The muon track reconstruction algorithm is a maximum likelihood procedure. Prior to
reconstruction simple pattern recognition algorithms, discussed in section 4, generate the
initial estimates required by the maximum likelihood reconstructions.

3.1 Likelihood Description

The reconstruction of an event can be generalized to the problem of estimating a set of
unknown parameters {a}, e.g. track parameters, given a set of experimentally measured
values {x}. The parameters, {a}, are determined by maximizing the likelihood L(x|a)
which for independent components xi of x reduces to

L(x|a) =
!

i

p(xi|a) , (2)

where p(xi|a) is the probability density function (p.d.f.) of observing the measured value
xi for given values of the parameters {a} [20].
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Figure 3. Cherenkov light front: definition of variables

To simplify the discussion we assume that the Cherenkov radiation is generated by a
single infinitely long muon track (with ! = 1) and forms a cone. It is described by the
following parameters:

a = (r0, t0, p̂, E0) (3)

and illustrated in figure 3. Here, r0 is an arbitrary point on the track. At time t0, the
muon passes r0 with energy E0 along a direction p̂. The geometrical coordinates contain
five degrees of freedom. Along this track, Cherenkov photons are emitted at a fixed angle

6

Figure 6: Geometry of the muon and photon propagation in the ice [11].
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of all muons are assumed to be equal to the speed of light. Any track of the muons can
be represented by the set of variables

{a} = (r0, p̂) , (13)

where r0, is the position of the muon at the time t0 and p̂ its direction. Figure 6 illustrates
these variables.

For a set of measured variables {x} then a probability can be estimated depending
on the track parameter set {a} and the likelihood L(x|a) can be obtained for each ob-
servation {x}. By maximizing this likelihood function the best fitting parameter set {a}
is determined for the observation {x}. However in order to find the maximum it is more
convenient to deal with the negative log-likelihood defined as

− logL(x|a) =
∑

j

− log p(xj |a) (14)

and to minimize it. p(xj |a) is thereby the probability density function of measuring xj
given a on the DOM indexed by j. Since the logarithmic function is strictly monotonic
the maximum of L corresponds to the minimum of − logL.

For this study xj is the set of residual time tres,j,i where i indexes the hits on DOM j

within one event. The time residual tres is defined as

tres = thit − tgeo (15)

with

tgeo = t0 +
p̂ · (ri − r0) + d tan θc

c
(16)

where thit is the time of the hit, c is the vacuum speed of light neglecting the effect that
photons propagate with lower velocities in the ice and the other variables are according to
figure 6. Thus tres,j,i is the deviation of the time at which the DOM j actually registers
the pulse i to the geometrically proposed time of detection.

In order to estimate p(xj |a) the so called Pandel function is used. The Pandel function
p1(tres,j,i|a) estimates the probability density of measuring tres,j,i. It is a modified Gamma
distribution and is expressed

p1(tres,j,i|a) = e
deff
λa

(
1 +

τ · c
λa

) deff
λ τ

deff
λ t

deff
λ−1

res,j,i

Γ(deff/λ)
e
−

“
tres,j,i·

“
1
τ
+ cm
λa

”
+
deff
λa

”
(17)

where τ and λ are free parameters needed to be chosen empirically, deff is the so called
effective distance depending on d and η from figure 6 and λa is the absorption length. The
parameter set {a} goes in by the dependence of τ , λ and deff of it. The Pandel function
does not allow for negative time residuals which can occur due to jitter in the detection
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devices. To overcome this problem the Pandel function is convoluted afterwards with a
Gaussian. This procedure is described in detail in [12]. There are different approaches to
estimate p from the Pandel function p1 which will be discussed in the next section.

Since the log-likelihood analysis is an optimization technique, in order to find the min-
imum iterations are run. Therefore there must be an initial track to start with. Although
ideally the choice of the first track should not matter it happens that an iteration gets
stuck in local minima since highly complex structures of − log(L) can occur. Therefore
it can happen that tracks are severely misreconstructed and to reduce this effect as much
as possible the first track is supposed to be as nearest to the global minimum as possible.
The delivery of first track assumptions for the log-likelihood analysis is called seeding.

The crucial variables obtained by this algorithm is the parameter set a = {r0, p̂}. For
this analysis only the directional information of the events are of interest. The directional
information is represented in local coordinates and the variables are the zenith angle θ and
azimuth angle φ. Furthermore the variable fit status indicates whether the algorithms
worked without any defects. Events with fit status 6= 0 are sorted out.

θ Zenith angle in local coordinates
φ Azimuth angle in local coordinates

rlogl Reduced Log-Likelihood (cf. section 6.1.3)
fit status Variable indicating whether the reconstruction

worked without any defects

Table 1: Relevant variable outcomes of the Pandel reconstruction

3.3.2 SPE and MPE Method

The most simple approach to estimate p(xj |a) is to take into account only the first hit
of each DOM. This method is called SPE (Single-PhotoElectron) and the likelihood is
estimated by setting the probability density function p(xj |a) as the Pandel function of the
first hit in each DOM resulting in

LSPE =
N∏

j=1

p1(tres,j |a) (18)

where N represents the number of hit DOMs indexed by j within one event. tres,j then
corresponds to the residual time of the first hit of DOM j.

Generally hits with small tres, i.e. pulses from photons which are less scattered, are fa-
vorable since the influence of statistical fluctuations are less significant. Hits from photons
with almost no scattering are called “direct hits” and as a convention hits are declared as
direct hits if tres is between -15 ns and +75 ns. Typically a well reconstructed track has a
large amount of direct hits. Although the SPE method seems to be a rude simplification
it works quite well due to the reasons given above.
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SPE2 is an approach to enhance the SPE method with respect to misreconstructions
due to local minima. Once according to SPE a result is obtained the parameter t0 and
r0 are re-chosen such that r0 is nearest to the center of gravity of the pulses and the
track direction is randomized. Then using the new set of parameters as the seed the SPE
method is run again. The idea is that in case the first reconstruction ended in a local
minimum the second reconstruction starting with different seeding has a chance to avoid
it.

A more sophisticated approach is the MPE (Multi-PhotoElectron) method in which the
information is used that only the first hits are considered. Although the Pandel function
works best for events with low tres the distribution p1 does describe the probability density
function of all photons including the delayed ones. Since only the first hits are taken into
account a modification of the probability density function might be appropriate. The
MPE approach leads to the likelihood

LMPE =
N∏

j=1

(
nj · p(tres,j |a) · (1− P (tres,j))(nj−1)

)
(19)

where N again refers to the number of hit DOMs and nj to the number of hits registered
by the DOM j. Furthermore P (t) is the cumulative distribution of p(t|a), that is

ˆ ∞
tres

p(t|a)dt = 1− P (tres) . (20)

This approach is assumed to improve the reconstruction if a large amount of charge is
deposited in the DOMs, that is if many photons are registered by the same DOM. In
standard processing MPE is seeded by the result of SPE2.

SPE, SPE2 and MPE have been compared in order to assess which one fits best for
this analysis. It turns out that the differences between the three methods are insignificant.
In order to keep the comparability to other analyses as good as possible the MPE method
has been used in the course of this analysis since this method is the most popularly used
for such analyses and is also used in [2].

3.3.3 FiniteReco

For the track reconstruction as described in the previous sections an infinitely long track is
assumed. This works fine for purposes of reconstructing the direction of an event. However
for this analysis it is also necessary to assess whether a track starts inside the detector
or not. FiniteReco is an algorithm which does that if an infinite track reconstruction
is provided. Considering which DOMs are hit and also considering light propagation
according to Cherenkov radiation the first possible spot on the track which could have
emitted photons is determined. This spot is also referred to as starting point or vertex of
the track. Figure 7 illustrates how FiniteReco works. Additionally using the FiniteReco
algorithms also the last point of the track from which photons are registered can be
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Figure 7: Geometric sketch of the FiniteReco algorithm [13]

obtained. This makes it possible to assign the track length lfr of the muon within the
detector which is correlated to the quality of the reconstruction.

Besides the vertex also log-likelihood variables can be used to determine whether a
track starts inside or not. As described the MPE Pandel reconstruction optimizes the
likelihood with respect to tres. There are other reconstruction approaches as well, e.g. by
regarding which DOMs are hit and which not. That approach is used by FiniteReco in
order to obtain the log-likelihood for an infinite track llhinf and for an inside starting
track llhstart. Analogously the log-likelihood for a track stopping inside llhstop is assessed
as well. It is supposed that most of the inside starting events will be energetic enough such
that the muons will leave the detector. For background events, i.e. outside starting events
a significant amount will start far outside the detector such that the muons already lose
much energy before they enter the detector and stop inside the detector. Thus whether
an events stops inside the detector or not can also help in distinguishing signal from
background.

The original FiniteReco algorithm has considered all hits of an event which were con-
sidered for the MPE reconstruction to obtain the starting point. It turned out that the
starting point reconstruction is not very good because a neutrino interaction also causes
a cascade which spoils the result. The cascade sends photons back such that they hit
DOMs backwards which can shift the reconstructed starting point on the track. To get
rid of this flaw the algorithm has been improved in [2] and the improvement is adopted
for this analysis. In order to neglect DOMs hit by cascade photons only hits are consid-
ered with tres < 200 ns. Photons from cascades directed backwards are supposed to have
relatively large tres concerning the geometry. Analyses by Schönherr have shown that
the reconstruction quality indeed improves clearly. Furthermore for consistency the initial
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track reconstructed by MPE method has been used instead of the SPE method. Also for
the FiniteReco algorithm the fit status variable exists indicating whether the algorithm
worked without any defects.

Within this analysis the vertex provided by FiniteReco is specified by the z-coordinate
and the so called scaling factor. z indicates the vertical coordinate of the detector coordi-
nate system which has its origin in the center of the detector. Thus z = 0 marks the level
of the detector’s center. The scaling factor, also referred to as SF in the following is a
value indicating the relative horizontal position between center and lateral borders. The
value SF = 0 marks the horizontal center of the detector, defined here as (x, y) = (0, 0)
and SF is normalized such that SF = 1 represents the border. For the calculation of
SF the position of the strings are considered and due to the hexagonal top shape of the
detector and due to small asymmetries of its shape the scaling factor is not completely
equivalent to the euclidian distance but similar.

zstart Detector coordinate z of the starting point
SFstart Scaling factor of the starting point
lf The finite length of the track is the distance between

starting and stopping point
llhinf Log-likelihood for an infinite track
llhstart Log-likelihood for a track starting inside the detector
llhstop Log-likelihood for a track stopping inside the detector

fit status Variable indicating whether the reconstruction
worked without defects

Table 2: Relevant variable outcomes of the FiniteReco algorithm

3.4 Energy Reconstruction

Energy reconstruction is a an important but demanding topic with IceCube not least
because the tracks are mostly not fully contained in the detector. However there are
variables which are highly correlated to the entering muon energy, e.g. number of hit DOMs
nhit or the total deposited charge qtot. There are several more sophisticated approaches
to estimate the energy. For this analysis TruncatedEnergy [14] and MuEX have been
compared and finally MuEX has been chosen to be used for this analysis.

MuEX is an improvement to the original algorithm MuE. Both methods are ap-
proached by analytic calculations of the energy loss dE/dx of the track. TruncatedEnergy
on the other hand is based on Photorec tables and is an improvement to the original Pho-
torecEnergyEstimator method. Several variants exist and here the so called ALLDOMS
method is considered.

Figure 8 shows the TruncatedEnergy as well as the MuEX reconstructed energy com-
pared to the Monte Carlo truth primary energy for neutrino simulation (Nugen) and
background simulation (Corsika) respectively. Ereco for Truncated energy is the neutrino
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Figure 8: Reconstructed energy compared to the Monte Carlo true energy of the primaries.
The red lines indicate the ideal correlation.

energy output which is derived from the reconstructed muon energy by an analytic func-
tion while Ereco for MuEX is the output value of the MuEX algorithm. However for the
purposes of this analysis Ereco in both cases is just seen as an energy proxy. Important
is the correlation between the primary energy EMC and Ereco. On first sight the quality
of both reconstruction algorithms seem to be similar. The MuEX reconstruction tends
to have a smaller spread but in order to claim which reconstruction works better a more
advanced quality assessment might be necessary.

However the ultimate goal of this analysis is not to reconstruct the true energy of the
events as good as possible but to distinguish signal from background according to their
energy characteristics. The TruncatedEnergy reconstruction fails (Ereco = 0) for 13.0%
of the Nugen events, 18.4% of the Corsika events and 18.6% of the burn sample events
while MuEX is available for all events for which the MPE fit status and FiniteReco
fit status is ok. For this reason the MuEX algorithm has been used as the energy
estimator in this analysis.
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4 Preparation of Datasets

The main goal of this analysis is to find a configuration optimized for neutrino induced
events coming from the Galactic Center direction in the energy range between 100 GeV
and 100 TeV. There are other analyses focusing on energy ranges below or above. The
first event selection is performed by online filter algorithms. These preselection algorithms
must be simple since the local calculation capacity is limited. Various filter algorithms
exist for different purposes. The filter algorithm of interest in this analysis is the GCHE
filter (Galactic Center High Energy) which selects for events coming from the Galactic
Center direction.

The separation power of the analysis is analyzed using simulated data, in which re-
constructed or measured values of observables can be compared to the actually simulated
values (”MC truth”). In this analysis the most important information is whether the mea-
sured event is a signal or background event. There are two different types of background
considered in this analysis which is the reason why the selection analysis is done in two
steps (chapter 5 and chapter 6).

In the first step neutrino induced events are compared to charged particle induced
events. Most events measured in IceCube are induced by cosmic charged particles and
in the following these events are just referred to as cosmic ray events. Neutrino events
are simulated by Nugen (Neutrino-Generator) and cosmic ray events are simulated by
Corsika (Cosmic Ray Simulation for Kaskade). Since most events measured are cosmic
ray events Corsika simulation must look very similar to the experimental data. A subset
of the available experimental data, the so called burn sample, is used to verify the Corsika
simulation.

In the second step it is attempted to optimize the detector for observing point sources.
Here it is necessary that except for the directional distribution the characteristics of signal
and isotropic background are equal. Therefore in this part of the analysis Nugen is not
only used to simulate the signal events but also the background events. The GCHE filter
as well as all the datasets mentioned above are described in more detail in this chapter.

4.1 The GCHE filter

The GCHE filter has been designed to analyze high energetic neutrino events coming from
the direction of the Galactic Center. The Galactic Center is the direction in the sky with
galactic latitude and longitude equal to zero, or in equatorial coordinates (J2000 epoch)
δ = −28.9362◦ and α = 17h45min = 266.25◦. In local coordinates this corresponds to
θGC = 61.0638. φGC is time dependent due to Earth’s rotation.

Although the source of interest is a point source the measured signal events are spread
around the location of the source in the (δ, α)-space due to the limited detector resolution.
Therefore a region around the point source direction is declared as selection region. If an
event lies in this region it is kept and discarded otherwise. The direction is determined by
the online reconstruction algorithm. It is desirable to keep as many events coming from
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the point source as possible. On the other hand the data transfer capacity at the south
pole must be considered.

Finally a total zenith band of ±10◦ around the Galactic Center has been chosen to
be taken as the selection region. The azimuth band however is enlarged to keep also
events from off-source regions. Off-source regions are regions in the (δ, α)-space which are
assumed not to contain any signal events. The region which contains signal events is called
on-source region. Off-source regions are kept in order to compare putative pure background
regions to regions exposed by the point source. The on-source region is different than the
signal region which will be used later to optimize the selection of point source events
and which is much smaller. Figure 9 depicts the concept of the regions described here.
Altogether an event passes the GCHE filter if the conditions

|θGC − θreco| ≤ 10◦ (21)

and

|φGC − φreco| · sin θreco ≤ 40◦ (22)

are fulfilled where θGC and φGC are the coordinates of the Galactic Center at the time
of the event and θreco and φreco are the coordinates of the online reconstructed direction.
The θreco dependence in the second condition serves to compensate the distortion when
projecting a rectangle on a sphere. Afterwards all datasets are refiltered by requiring the
MPE Pandel reconstruction to fulfill the directional conditions above. Furthermore events
with defect MPE Pandel fit status and defect FiniteReco fit status are discarded.
This process is called refiltering in the following. The selection level after GCHE filter
and refiltering is referred to as filter level in this analysis.

In the prior version of the GCHE filter (used in IC79 [2]) additionally a zenith depen-

10°$
40°/sin(!)$$

$

on-source$region$off-source$region$ off-source$region$

α$

GC$

-δ$

Figure 9: Schematic representation of the selection region of the GCHE filter and the
division of it into on-scource and off-source region. The point in the middle
represents the position of the Galactic Center. Be aware that δ is transferred by
θ = 90◦ + δ into the local zenith coordinate.
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Figure 10: Distribution of qtot depending on θ for neutrino (left) and cosmic ray (right)
event simulation [9]. The vertical lines mark the GCHE zenith filter and the
lower line mark the charge filter used in IC79. The upper curve represents the
so called muon filter and is not of interest in this analysis. The neutrino events
are weighted according to an energy spectrum proportional to E−2.

dent selection condition on the deposited charge qtot has been applied. Figure 10 shows
that the distributions of qtot are different between neutrino and cosmic ray events. The
cut condition for qtot is depicted in the figure as well and is according to

log(qtot) ≥ 1.4 · cos θreco + 1 . (23)

Although the charge cut removes a large fraction of cosmic ray events also a huge amount of
signal events gets lost which is unfavorable. Furthermore qtot is correlated to the neutrino
energy and a charge cut restricts the energy range which can be analyzed strongly. However
due to the limited data transfer capacity this cut has been necessary. In the GCHE filter for
IC86 (used for the analysis in this work) the cut on qtot has been removed in order to lower
the energy threshold. This was only possible thanks to the new SuperDST compressed
data format [9].

4.2 Nugen

In reality the probability that a neutrino interacts such that its interaction products trigger
the detector is pretty small. In order to keep the size of the files reasonable all events are
forced to interact somewhere in the detector or in front of the detector. To compensate
this artificial behavior of the neutrinos the events must be weighted. For this the so called
variable OneWeight is provided in the datasets [15].

OneWeight has the dimension [GeV cm2 sr]. After weighting with OneWeight the
events are equally distributed in energy. In order to obtain a specific spectrum the events
must be weighted such. Furthermore the weights must be normalized in order to relate the
number of events to a specified flux of the source. Doing this the weights w are determined
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as

w =
dΦ
dEν

· OneWeight

N
· tlive (24)

where N is the number of generated events and tlive the simulated livetime. The flux is

dΦ
dEν

= c ·
(
Eν

GeV

)γ
GeV−1cm−2s−1sr−1 (25)

with c as an arbitrary number to normalize to a demanded flux. γ is the spectrum index
of the source which is throughout this analysis γ = −2.

4.2.1 Point Source Events

Neutrino point source events are stored in the special dataset 9732. 1000 files have been
available and all have been taken for this analysis. The point source Nugen simulation
datasets comprise in total 138,307 unweighted events passing the online filter and 124,185
unweighted events passing the refiltering.

The simulated point source has a differential flux

dΦPS

dEν
= 10−8 · E−2

ν GeV−3cm−2s−1 . (26)

Since it is a point source the flux is not differential in solid angle dΩ. However OneWeight

takes into account the density of events in the (θ, φ)-space such that the flux differential
in solid angle is needed to be determined. As mentioned earlier in chapter 2 there are
several neutrino sources expected in the region of ±1◦ around the Galactic Center. The
whole region will be seen by IceCube as a point source. To imitate this the dataset 9732
contains events with θMC in [60.0638◦, 62.0638◦]. φMC is equally distributed over the
whole range due to Earth’s rotation. The flux differential in solid angle which is constant
in the source region is obtained by dividing the simulated flux ΦPS by the solid angle Ωs

of the simulated source which is

Ωs = 2π · (cos(60.0638◦)− cos(62.0638◦)) ≈ 0.1919 . (27)

The number of simulated events per file Ngen is 30,000. Since Nfiles = 1000 files are
used the total number is 30 million. Now a correction is necessary since Ωs is the solid angle
in local coordinates. The size of the point source in right ascension αs does not matter so
far because when projected into local coordinates the distribution in φ is always uniform
except for some features coming from the shape of the detector. Therefore αs is not even
considered when creating the dataset. However when processing the simulation through
the GCHE filter in order to check the condition given in equation (22) φGC which is time
dependent must be assigned. For this purpose for each event an event time was randomly
generated. While this is reasonable for corsika simulation, for point source simulation
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it would have been better to set the event time such that φGC was near enough to the
true neutrino angle such that only badly reconstructed events would not have passed the
GCHE filter. Also the values of the random event times were not stored in the simulation
files. Within the scope of this work it was not practical to regenerate this dataset.

As a work around it has been decided to neglect the condition given in equation (22)
for the point source simulation. To compensate the events lost by that condition the total
number of generated events N is renormalized with the ratio of the azimuth selection
range to 360◦. This is justifiable since φ is randomly distributed anyway. Finally the
renormalized total number of generated events is determined as

N = Ngen ·Nfiles ·
80◦

360◦ · sin θreco
. (28)

This work around brings about some systematical errors since filter effects by equation (22)
are completely neglected. So is it possible that events with angular deviations in azimuth
with more than 40◦/ sin θ pass the GCHE filter which in reality would have not. Further-
more with the simulated events refiltering on the condition given in equation (22) with
MPE Pandel reconstruction is not possible. These effects however are assumed not to
influence the outcomes of this analysis severely. The livetime tlive is set by convention as
1 year, i.e. tlive = 31, 557, 600 s presuming a year has 365.25 days. After weighting the
number of point source neutrino events on filter level is around 16.

Now as already mentioned the goal of this analysis is to find a configuration which
distinguishes neutrino events from cosmic ray background events as good as possible. Neu-
trino events are indicated as such if they start inside. However a large ratio of the Nugen
events do have their interaction point outside the detector. These events on their own look
like background events and are not favorable to be declared as signal when analyzing the
differences between signal and background. Therefore a subset of the neutrino events is
declared as interesting. A neutrino event is interesting if it interacts via charged current
interaction and if its vertex is truly inside the detector, taking

z < 400 m (29)

ρ < 400 m (30)

as the convention. z is the height and ρ =
√
x2 + y2 the euclidian radius in detector

coordinates. Furthermore interesting events are non-coincident and within the energy
range [100 GeV, 100 TeV]. The weighted number of interesting events passing the online
filter and refiltering is around 1.1.

4.2.2 Isotropic Events

Isotropic neutrino events are stored in dataset 9095. Nfile = 10, 000 files are available and
all are taken for this analysis. The number of generated events per file is Ngen = 200, 000.
In total there are 599,125 events passing the GCHE filter and 410,474 passing also the
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refiltering. 54,428 of these are interesting. The weighting of isotropic neutrino events is
rather simple since a proper normalization is not necessary for this analysis. It just has
to be assured that the simulated energy spectrum is proportional to E−2. The differential
flux is proposed to be

dΦ
dEν

= 10−5 · E−2GeV−3cm−2s−1sr−1 (31)

and the livetime is tlive = 31, 557, 600 s as in the point source case. Simply putting in
the values in equation (24) yields the weight for each event. The weighted number of
interesting events on filter level is 0.55.

4.3 Corsika

The cosmic ray background simulation events are stored in the datasets 9036 and 9255.
Dataset 9036 contains events in the energy range between 600 GeV and 100 TeV and
dataset 9255 contains high energy events between 100 TeV and 108 TeV. In this analysis
3999 files of dataset 9036 and 200 files of dataset 9255 are used. This corresponds in total
to 1,284,557 events passing the GCHE filter while 1,087,748 events pass the refiltering.

In order to scale the two different simulation sets to each other the events must be
weighted appropriately. Furthermore the weights are normalized such that the event
numbers can be related to a specified livetime. Thus the event frequency in Hz can be
obtained. For this the preexisting modules weighting and fluxes from the package
cubicle written by J. v. Santen are used. The weights are then determined as

w =
Hoerandel5

Nfiles · spectrum
(32)

where Hoerandel5 and spectrum are primary energy and primary type dependent vari-
ables and are obtained from the modules fluxes and weighting respectively. Nfiles is
the number of low energy or high energy simulation files used. The frequency of cosmic
ray events passing the refiltering turns out to be roughly fcor = 68 Hz.

4.4 Burn Sample

For 2011 experimental data taken between 13th May and 31st December are available.
The data is divided in so called runs of typically 8 hours. For some runs the data taking
time is much shorter. The runs of 2011 are indexed by a number between 00118175 and
00119219. Only a small subset of this data is chosen and declared as burn sample. 40
runs are taken in this analysis and the index number of these are listed in table 3. They
occupy in total around 290 GB disc space. Only runs of 8 h duration are taken. Thus the
measure time of the burn sample altogether is 320 h.

All 40 files together contain around 109 million events passing the GCHE-filter and
90 million passing the refiltering. That corresponds to the frequency of fbur = 78 Hz after
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refiltering. The measured frequency deviates from the frequency simulated by Corsika by
around 13%. Seasonal effects which leads to frequency differences of up to 20% between
the maximum in austral summer and the minimum in austral winter could be one reason.
Furthermore systematical errors in the weighting of Corsika events could play a role.
However for this analysis it is not imperatively necessary that the frequency between
Corsika and burn sample coincide. Therefore the values are taken as they are. Unlike in
simulation data, in experimental data the relevant event time (and hence θGC and φGC)
is available so that refiltering is possible. After refiltering in azimuth 78 million events
survive corresponding to the frequency of fbur,RA = 68 Hz.

00118180 00118190 00118210 00118220 00118230
00118290 00118300 00118330 00118340 00118350
00118360 00118380 00118390 00118400 00110410
00118420 00118440 00118450 00118460 00118510
00118520 00118530 00118550 00118570 00118590
00118600 00118610 00118650 00118660 00118670
00118680 00118700 00118720 00118840 00118860
00118870 00118920 00118930 00119020 00119180

Table 3: Index of the runs assigned to be the burn sample in this analysis.
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5 Neutrino Events Selection

This section deals with the optimization of the event selection to seperate neutrino induced
events from cosmic ray events. Signal events are simulated by the point source Nugen
(cf. section 4.2.1) and the background events are simulated by Corsika (cf. section 4.3).
The event selection is optimized by maximizing the significance S, defined as

S =
Ns√
Nb

(33)

where Ns is the number of signal events and Nb the number of background events surviving
a specific selection configuration. The significance S is highly correlated to the sensitivity
of the analysis and it is a common procedure to optimize the significance in order to
enhance the sensitivity. In order to optimize S the effect of selection conditions on vertex
position and the variables LLHRstart and LLHRstop, which indicate the probability of
an event starting or stopping inside the detector, are analyzed. Furthermore cuts on
reconstructed MuEX energy are investigated.

The number of signal events compared to background events are assumed to be im-
perceptibly small. Therefore the Corsika simulation should be very similar to the burn
sample. In order to verify the simulation Corsika is compared to the burn sample.

5.1 Veto Selection

First a selection condition with respect to the reconstructed vertices of the events are
analyzed. In doing so it is attempted to determine whether an event starts inside or not.
The variable of reference here is the reconstructed vertex by the FiniteReco algorithm
given by zstart and SFstart as described in section 3.3.3. Figure 11 shows the FiniteReco
vertices for Nugen, interesting Nugen, Corsika and burn sample events. The x-axis is
scaled proportional to SF 2

start in order to make each bin represent a roughly equal volume
in the detector. SF is not completely equivalent to the euclidian radius ρ but effects by
this simplification are considered negligible. It is evident that the sample of interesting
Nugen events, i.e. truly inside starting neutrino events, deviates clearly from the back-
ground. Furthermore including also the outside starting events (top left in figure 11) the
distribution looks comparatively similar to Corsika.

As expected most of the Corsika events have their vertices near the border of the
detector, i.e. along z = 500 m and SF = 1 while many events have SFstart slightly outside
the detector. The reason is the geometry which is relevant for FiniteReco (cf. figure 7). If
the edge DOMs measure a hit then the FiniteReco vertex is reconstructed back along the
track considering the propagation of Cherenkov radiation. Thus the reconstructed vertex
is somewhat outside the detector. This effect is not that much visible for z since the events
are coming mainly from just around 30◦ above the horizon due to the GCHE filter and
also since the horizontal distances of the DOMs are much larger compared to the vertical
distances.
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Figure 11: Reconstructed vertex distribution for Nugen (top left), interesting Nugen (top
right), Corsika (bottom left) and burn sample (bottom right). The total bin
entries are normalized to 1. Note the different scaling of the color axes.

On first sight Corsika and burn sample distributions look very similar as expected.
Figure 12 serves to check the match between Corsika and burn sample. It shows the
ratio of the Corsika bin entries nCor to the burn sample bin entries nBur in figure 11,
i.e. r = nCor/nBur. There are 2500 bins and on average there are around 400 unweighted
events per bin for Corsika and 36000 events per bin for burn sample. At the detector
border where Corsika and burn sample events are accumulated r is close to 1 indicating
a good correspondence for the majority of the events. For regions with small nCor and
nBur systematic deviations become visible. Corsika events tend to be more probably
reconstructed as inside starting than burn sample events. Note that the total bin entries
for Corsika as well as for burn sample are both normalized to 1. Thus it is expected that
the veto cut will achieve lower passing rates for burn sample than for Corsika.

Figure 11 also shows that the vertices are not equally distributed along SF but accu-
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Figure 12: Comparison of the vertex distribution between Corsika and burn sample. r in-
dicates the quotient of the bin entries in figure 11 where the Corsika entry is
the dividend and the burn sample entry the divisor.

mulation of events in regularly ordered distances are visible, for instance at the top. This
is due to the array configuration of the detector. There are 5 accumulation points which
is plausible reminding the onion like top shape of the detector (cf. figure 3).

There is also some structure along z visible. However these cannot be caused by
the detector structure since an IceCube string holds 60 DOMs such that the structure
seen in figure 11 is not fine enough. Therefore it is claimed that the structure along z is
caused by contamination of the ice with dust and bubbles or other light absorbing effects.
Remarkable is the strong decrease of events around z = −100 m. This effect is caused by
a dust layer which is already well known. However just below the dust layer the amount
of starting events seems to rise, especially between SF 2 = 0.3 and 0.8. The reason is that
muons which enter the detector from the side at the level of the dust layer are by a good
chance not detected due to the increased absorption of light by the dust until they just
reach the level below the dust layer. However the existence of the dust layer is not taken
into account by the FiniteReco algorithm and the vertex is mistakenly reconstructed to
be below or at the level of the dust layer, somewhat inside the detector. This is very
unfortunate since these events look like inside starting which is misleading.

Now by comparing neutrino to cosmic ray events selection conditions on the vertex
positions are obtained. Although single outside starting neutrino events look like cosmic
ray events the distribution on z is different since neutrinos can travel though the ice unhin-
dered and interact deep in ice and therefore more probably reach deep regions than cosmic
ray which in order to do so must be very high energetic. Due to the energy dependent
spectrum cosmic ray muons become rarer with deeper z as figure 11 reflects. This leads to
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Figure 13: FiniteReco track length lfr and space angle difference between Monte Carlo
truth and MPE reconstruction ψ for outside starting Nugen events depending
on zstart. The red dots indicate the median of the ψ distribution within each
bin partition of zstart.

an improvement in S if events with a vertex in the region outside the detector below the
dust layer are kept. However these events tend to be badly reconstructed since they enter
the detector in the lower part such that their track length within it is very short. Figure
13 shows the correlation between zstart and the quality of the reconstruction indicated by
ψ the space angle difference between Monte Carlo truth and MPE reconstruction. The red
dots show the median of the ψ distribution within each bin partition of zstart which indeed
get worse dramatically in the region below the dust layer. Furthermore events induced by
cosmic ray are still rather significant in that region. Therefore it is desirable not to keep
events from that region and to select for events truly starting inside which justifies to com-
pare interesting Nugen to Corsika within this analysis. In the following when referenced
to Nugen the interesting events are meant except explicitly stated differently.

Figure 14 indicates the improvement in significance for cuts on zstart and SFstart.
Note that here the x axis is scaled proportional to SF , instead of SF 2 like in the previous
figures. Ŝ is the factor by which the significance improves by the cut, i.e. if the significance
were S0 before the cut then the significance becomes S1 = Ŝ · S0 after it. The white bins
are bins which no Corsika events are filled with. Figure 14 shows that the maximum of Ŝ
is achieved by the selection conditions zstart = 240 m and SFstart = 0.72 and hence these
values are adopted for the veto cut.

Applying this cut condition 53.4% of the interesting neutrino events survive. The
passing rate for Corsika is 1.59% and for burn sample 1.57%. As already suspected after
evaluating figure 12 the passing rate for Corsika is slightly larger. The significance of
interesting Nugen events to Corsika events improves by the factor Ŝ = 3.99.
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given in the legend at the right bottom corner.

5.2 LLHR Selection

After the veto selection log-likelihood variables are considered to optimize the significance
of neutrino events further. The variables of interest are LLHRstart and LLHRstop which
indicate the likelihood ratio of an event starting or stopping inside the detector to an
infinite track, i.e.

LLHRstart = llhstart − llhinf (34)

and

LLHRstop = llhstop − llhinf . (35)

The llh variables are obtained by the FiniteReco algorithm (cf. section 3.3.3).
The distribution of LLHRstart and LLHRstop for events surviving the FiniteReco veto

cut are depicted in figure 15. As proposed the Corsika and burn sample distributions agree
quite well while the distribution for Nugen events deviate. It is obvious that events with
large LLHRstart and small LLHRstop are favorable in order to select neutrino events.
QQ-plots of Corsika and burn sample distributions are plotted as well (figure 16) in order
to verify their coincidence and for LLHRstop indeed the QQ-points approximate well the
ideal path indicated by the red line. For LLHRstart the quantiles seem to deviate quite
visibly for LLHRstart > 10. However the fraction of events with LLHRstart > 10 is rather
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Figure 15: Distribution of LLHRstart and LLHRstop after the veto cut. All distributions
are normalized to 1. The same color coding is applied for both plots.
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Figure 16: Corsika against burn sample QQ-plots of LLHRstart (left) and LLHRstop
(right) distributions. The red line indicates the path for complete
correspondence.

small and considering that the deviation is seen as small enough. Recall that events after
veto selection, which reduces the Corsika and burn sample events by around 98.5%, are
considered here.

In order to determine the cut condition values for LLHRstart and LLHRstop the im-
provement in significance depending on the cut values are depicted in figure 17. Analogous
to the veto cut Ŝ corresponds to the factor by which the significance improves compared to
S1 (significance after veto cut). Since Ŝ > 1, a cut on LLHRstart as well as on LLHRstop
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Figure 17: Significance improvement Ŝ (black) and the passing rates of interesting Nugen
events (red) depending on LLHRstart (left) and LLHRstop (right) cut condi-
tions. The vertical lines mark the finally assigned cut values.

improves the significance.
For LLHRstart there is a clear maximum at LLHRstart = 6 and the cut condition is

accordingly adopted. By this cut the significance improves by Ŝ = 1.53. 41.8% Nugen
events survive this cut in addition to the veto cut compared to filter level. The passing
rates for Corsika is 0.465% and for burn sample 0.367%.

The assignment of the cut condition for LLHRstop is more difficult since there is no
local extremum. Thus in order to maximize the significance one would choose a value as
close as possible to zero which would in the limit discard all events. That is not favorable
of course. The normalized cumulative distribution of Nugen events, i.e. the fraction of
Nugen events which would survive a specific cut, are depicted as well (red curve). By
weighting between achievement of good significance and reasonable Nugen efficiency it
has been declared that maximum 25% of events are supposed to be discarded by this
cut. This leads to the cut condition LLHRstop = 0.8 which improves the sensitivity by
Ŝ = 1.37. This selection condition in addition to the veto selection condition is passed by
41.5% of Nugen, 0.576% of Corsika and 0.558% of burn sample events compared to filter
level.

5.3 Energy Selection

As the next step a selection condition on the energies of the primaries are considered.
The variable of interest is the energy reconstructed by MuEX and whenever energy is
mentioned in this section the MuEX energy is meant. As shown by figure 8 MuEX is a
reasonable proxy for the primary neutrino energy. Moreover the MuEX energy distribution
is different for neutrino events compared to cosmic ray events and serves well to separate
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them.
This analysis is based on events which pass the veto selection. LLHR selections are

not considered here yet. It would be ideal to do this analysis on the dataset passing
all conditions declared so far. On the other hand statistical fluctuations become more
relevant if the number of events is too low. Particularly the energy distribution flattens
strongly in the high energetic area and statistical effects complicate the analysis severely.
As already pointed out in section 5.1 zstart is highly correlated to the energy especially for
background events. Figure 18 however shows that there is barely a correlation between
the energy and LLHR for Nugen nor for Corsika. Thus it is justifiable to do this analysis
with events before the LLHR selection.

The energy distribution for Nugen, Corsika and burn sample are depicted in figure 19
which evidently shows that Nugen and Corsika energy distributions are different. To select
neutrino events high energetic events are favorable. Recall that for this analysis a neutrino
energy spectrum with γ = −2 is presumed. The QQ-plot verifies the correspondence
between Corsika and burn sample very well. Analogous to the previous analysis the
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Figure 20: Significance improvement Ŝ (black) and the passing rates of interesting Nugen
events (red) depending on MuEX energy cut conditions. The vertical lines mark
the finally assigned values for hard (blue) and soft (red) selection conditions.
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significance improvement Ŝ depending on the energy cut condition is depicted in figure
20. The blue line marks the maximum at 6810 GeV and the red line marks the condition
which discards 25% of the interesting Nugen events which is at 1000 GeV up to an accuracy
corresponding to the bin size.

The selection condition at 6810 GeV discards around 65% of the signal events. Fur-
thermore recalling that this analysis is focusing on events between 100 GeV and 100 TeV
this cut rejects most of the energy band one is actually interested in. However the im-
provement in significance with Ŝ = 6.39 is enormous and clearly better than the cut on
1000 GeV which improves the significance by Ŝ = 2.07. Therefore both cut proposals are
kept under consideration. In the following the cut at 6810 GeV is referred to as the hard
selection condition and the cut on 1000 GeV is referred to as the soft selection condition.

40.5% Nugen events pass the soft selection condition compared to filter level while
0.241% Corsika and 0.244% burn sample events pass. The passing rates after the hard
selection condition are 15.0% for Nugen, 0.0035% for Corsika and 0.0025% for burn sample.

5.4 Summary and Overall Neutrino Selection

In this chapter cut conditions are assigned by comparing interesting Nugen to Corsika
events. Selection rules on vertex position, LLHR and reconstructed energy according to
MuEX are assigned. The condition on vertex position is determined by an analysis based
on all events passing the GCHE filter and refiltering referred to as the filter level. The
other cut analyses are independent from each other and based on events passing the vertex
condition. Table 4 lists the finally assessed selection conditions.

zstart < 240 m
SFstart < 0.72

LLHRstart > 6
LLHRstop < 0.8
EMuEX > 1000 GeV or 6810 GeV

Table 4: Cut conditions for neutrino selection. For energy reconstruction two selection
rules are proposed.

The amount of events passing the assessed cut conditions are summarized in table 5.
In the upper part of the table weighted numbers are presented. For Nugen the numbers
correspond to numbers of registered events after 1 year exposure time assuming a source as
described in section 4.2.1. The numbers for Corsika correspond to event frequency in [Hz]
and the numbers for burn sample are the actual numbers of experimentally measured
events within 320 h. Furthermore in the lower part of the table the passing rates are
given. The rates are always compared to filter level. Also Ŝ is always the significance
improvement compared to filter level.

LLHRstart, LLHRstop, E soft and E hard selections also include each the veto selec-
tion. The selection level which includes all conditions listed in table 4 simultaneously is
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referred to as neutrino selection level or just neutrino level. Depending on which energy
condition is applied it is distinguished between soft neutrino selection level and the hard
neutrino selection level.

Selection Level Nugen Interesting Corsika Burn Ŝ
Nugen Sample

Filter level 15.95 1.063 67.94 90,083,678 1
Veto 0.8974 0.5675 1.213 1,414,603 3.99
LLHRstart 0.6020 0.4443 0.3162 330,689 6.13
LLHRstop 0.6718 0.4415 0.3913 502,449 5.47
E soft 0.6322 0.4309 0.1638 220,022 8.26
E hard 0.2841 0.1598 0.002366 2,277 25.5
Neutrino level
soft 0.3901 0.2851 0.1358 16,926 17,3
hard 0.1953 0.1114 0.0002376 85 56,0
Veto 5.63% 53.4% 1.79% 1.57%
LLHRstart 3.77% 41.8% 0.465% 0.367%
LLHRstop 4.21% 41.5% 0.576% 0.558%
E soft 3.96% 40.5% 0.241% 0.244%
E hard 1.78% 15.0% 0.00348% 0.0025%
Neutrino level
soft 2.45% 26.8% 0,0239% 0,0216%
hard 1.22% 10.5% 0,000350% 0,0000944%

Table 5: Passing rates at all selection levels discussed in this chapter. Selection level
LLHRstart, LLHRstop, E soft and E hard also include the veto selection.
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6 Point Source Events Selection

In the previous chapter the selection conditions are assessed to select neutrino events
and discard cosmic ray events. In this chapter selection conditions are supposed to be
found which enhance the significance of point source events to isotropic neutrino events.
In the course of this the resolution of the detector is of crucial importance. Isotropic
neutrino background events can be diffuse astrophysical neutrinos typically with a γ = −2
spectrum but other analyses on IceCube have already set quite strict flux limits of diffuse
astrophysical neutrinos. Therefore in priciple the isotropic neutrino background can be
assumed to comprise mostly atmospheric neutrinos with a γ = −3.7 spectrum. However
for the southern hemisphere atmospheric neutrinos are strongly reduced because they come
together with secondary muons which by a good chance also enter the detector and cause
the vertex veto [16]. For simplicity in this analysis the γ = −2 spectrum for the isotropic
background is used. Since higher energetic events tend to be better reconstructed it is
assumed that using a putatively too hard spectrum allows systematically more background
events to pass the quality selection which yields in principle a conservative estimate for
the sensitivity.

The point source event selection analysis can be divided into two parts. First some
quality selections are assigned in order to enhance the detector’s resolution. Three pro-
posals are made. The variables analyzed to assign the quality selections are ldir, lfr, ∆1,
∆2 and rlogl. These variables are introduced in the following sections. In the next step
the signal significance is optimized considering all three quality selection proposals and
the candidate with the best performance is taken.

6.1 Quality Selection

The ultimate variable to validate the quality of a reconstruction is the space angle dif-
ference between Monte Carlo truth direction of the primary neutrino and reconstructed
direction referred to as angular deviation ψ. For energies above 100 GeV the difference in
direction between primary neutrino and secondary muon is assumed to be negligibly small
[17] in the context of this analysis. The angular deviation ψ has already been mentioned
and exhibited briefly earlier in this work. ψ is determined as

ψ = arccos(sin θMPE sin θMC(sinφMPE sinφMC + cosφMPE cosφMC) (36)

+ cos θMPE cos θMC)

where θMC and φMC specify the direction of the Monte Carlo truth neutrino in detector
coordinates and θMPE and φMPE the direction obtained with of the MPE fit (cf. sec-
tion 3.3.2). For a complete quality consideration also the error estimation must be taken
into account. However for this analysis it is more important how the signal events are
distributed around the point source rather than how trustworthy each of these events are.
Therefore the focus lies on the angular deviation ψ.
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butions are normalized to 1.

Isotropic neutrino events simulated by Nugen are investigated in order to analyze the
resolution of the detector. Events starting inside, non coincident and within the energy
range [100 GeV, 100TeV] are selected to be as near as possible to the signal events.
When referred to isotropic neutrino events in the following always the interesting isotropic
neutrino events are meant.

Due to limited simulation data availability it is not possible to do the quality anal-
ysis on neutrino selection level which is not a serious problem. Figure 21 depicts the
distribution of ψ for isotropic and interesting Nugen events passing the selection levels
as described in the legend. Consistent to the previous chapter the LLHR as well as the
E selection levels contain also the veto selection. Figure 21 shows clearly that only the
LLHRstop selection condition changes the ψ distribution significantly regarding the region
above ψ = 40◦. The other variables seem to barely affect the distribution of ψ neglecting
the slight shift of the ψ distribution after hard energy selection. Irregularities after hard
energy selection come about due to statistical fluctuations. Therefore the selection crite-
ria that serve to improve the angular resolution are optimized analyzing isotropic Nugen
events which pass the veto selection and LLHRstop condition.

According to figure 21 the veto condition could have been omitted as well. However the
veto condition changes the size of the detector part which reconstructs the track. Therefore
the veto selection is assumed to affect the track reconstruction although it might be not
visible in figure 21. Furthermore even including veto selection the statistical significance
is good enough anyway.
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6.1.1 Track Length

The length of the muon track within the array is correlated to the reconstruction quality.
As pointed out in section 3.3.2 already the track is reconstructed by considering log-
likelihood distributions and statistical errors lead inevitably to deviation between the true
track and reconstructed track. The track length is comparable with “lever arms” and
those statistical errors have less impact for events with larger track lengths.

Two variables which are related to the track lengths are considered in this analysis, the
direct length ldir and the FiniteReco length lfr. lfr is the distance between the starting
and the ending point reconstructed by FiniteReco. The direct length ldir is defined as
the maximal distance between two distinct DOMs registering direct hits within the same
event projected onto the reconstructed track. Recall that direct hits are photon hits with
time residual tres between -15 ns and +75 ns. Thus lfr rather describe the actual track
length measured by the detector while ldir correspond to the track length of hits only from
minimally scattered photons.

The graphs in figure 22 show the correlation of the reconstruction quality to ldir and
lfr. The bluish colors indicate the weighted number of events in each bin which might
be considered as arbitrarily scaled. Furthermore the 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 quantiles of the ψ
distribution within each bin partitions are illustrated by the red, green and yellow dots
respectively. The horizontal black straight line marks the angular deviation at ψ = 10◦.
Signal events with worse reconstructions land outside the on-source (cf. figure 9) region
and are less useful for this analysis. Therefore ψ = 10◦ is a reasonable guideline when
assessing quality demands.

In this step three quality selection proposals are made which are assigned where the
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Figure 22: Distribution of ψ partitioned by direct track length ldir (left) and FiniteReco
length lfr. The 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 quantile of the ψ distribution within each
bin partition of ldir and lfr are provided. Color coding of the quantiles are the
same for both graphs.
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0.5, 0.75 or 0.9 quantile curves cross the 10◦ guideline. Accordingly these three selection
conditions are referred to as the 0.5Q selection, 0.75Q selection and 0.9Q selection respec-
tively. Consequently the selection conditions on the track lengths are assigned as listed in
table 6.

Selection ldir [m] lfr [m]
0.5Q 100 200
0.75Q 200 300
0.9Q 300 500

Table 6: Selection conditions on direct track length ldir and FiniteReco track length lfr.
Events with larger track lengths are selected.

6.1.2 ∆ Angles

A reasonably reconstructed track is supposed to be consistent with the distribution of
hit DOMs. The ∆ angles, which were originally introduced in the IC40 Galactic Center
analysis [1], are quality indicators relative to this feature. Two ∆ angles are considered
and they are referred to as ∆1 and ∆2. A variable which is related to the hit DOM
distribution is the COG. The COG is defined as the hit DOM center of gravity weighted
by their deposited charge. Furthermore COGe is defined as the weighted center of gravity
of the earliest 25% hits within each event and COGl of the latest 25% hits. ∆1 is then
defined as the space angle deviation between reconstructed track and a line going through
COGe and COGl while ∆2 is defined as the space angle deviation of the reconstructed track
to the direction from the FiniteReco reconstructed vertex V to COG. The consequent68 6 SIMULATION AND FILTERING
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Figure 29: Schematic view of a track passing through the detector. The markers represent
DOMs: dark green are early hits, dark blue intermediate hits and light green late hits. The larger
red dots mark the center of gravity of the hits and di↵erent sub-sets of hits. Also, the reconstructed
interaction vertex and stop point are shown. They are determined by the assumption of Cherenkov
light arriving at the DOMs. In this example is Rstop = 0 and Rstart = �L/(Lfinite + �L).

direction and position the Direct Hits depend on the reconstructed event time. Therefore,
the time reconstructed with the MPE Fit (section 5.2.2) is used. Direct Hits are most
likely caused by unscattered Cherenkov photons and provide the best information for the
reconstruction.
For each DOM with a Direct Hit the closest approach position of the reconstructed track is
determined. The largest distance between two of these positions is called ’Direct Length’
LDir. It describes the size of the region, for which Direct Hits yield good information.
Figure 30 shows the distributions of signal and o↵-source events. They have several peaks
caused by the string spacing in the detector. The selection at a length of 100m is placed
at the first minimum and requires Direct Hits on at least two strings. Muons with at least
20 GeV can cover this distance in the detector. This is a minimum requirement for any
track-like event. Events fail this selection if they are not track-like and do not have Direct
Hits or if they are reconstructed in a completely wrong direction. Events with LDir < 100 m
have a more or less random direction compared to the truth known from simulations
(figure 31). Signal events not passing this selection are thus badly reconstructed since the
identification of Direct Hits fails. For the background, events a larger fraction is rejected
by this selection. Here, the assumption of a muon track does not fit.

Comparisons to the Recorded Hits (�1, �2)

The SPE-32 Fit uses the timing information of the extracted hits. The reconstructed
direction is compared with the spacial hit distribution to test its accuracy. The following
geometric observables are characteristic for the distribution of the hits (they are sketched
in figure 29):

- the position of a potential interaction vertex (Xstart),

- the position of the center of gravity of the earliest 25% of the hits (COGearly),

Figure 23: Schematic illustration of ∆1 and ∆2 [1]. The dark green dots indicate DOMs
with early hits and the light green dots indicate DOMs with late hits.
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relations are

∆1 = arccos
(
p̂ · (COGe − COGl)
|COGe − COGl|

)
(37)

and

∆2 = arccos
(
p̂ · (V − COG)
|V − COG|

)
(38)

assuming the vertex and COG positions are represented by location vectors. p̂ is the
direction of the MPE reconstructed track. Figure 23 illustrates the definition of ∆1 and
∆2. It is obvious that small ∆ angles refer to good track reconstruction.

The graphs in figure 24 show the ψ distribution of isotropic Nugen partitioned by ∆1

and ∆2 and the 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 quantiles of each partition. The graphs in figure 24 show
clearly that the reconstruction quality is correlated to both ∆ angles and that small ∆ are
favorable. Analogous to the procedure in the previous section the quality cut conditions
are assigned where the quantile curves cross the ψ = 10◦ guideline. However compared
to the track lengths selection conditions on ∆ angles are less efficient in achieving better
detector resolution. For ∆1 there is no region in which the 0.5 nor 0.75 quantile is above
10◦ while for ∆2 the 0.5 quantile curve does not cross the guideline. Thus for the rather
loose 0.5Q selection condition no selection on ∆ angles are applied and for the 0.75Q
selection condition no selection on ∆1 is applied. The other cut conditions applied on the
∆ angles are listed in table 7.
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Figure 24: Distribution of ψ partitioned by ∆1 (left) and ∆2. The 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 quantile
of the ψ distribution within each bin partition are provided. Color coding of
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Selection ∆1 ∆2

0.5Q - -
0.75Q - 80◦

0.9Q 60◦ 40◦

Table 7: Selection conditions on ∆1 and ∆2. Events with lower ∆ angles are selected.

6.1.3 Reduced Log-Likelihood rlogl

The reduced log-likelihood variable is referred to as rlogl and is defined as the global min-
imum value of the negative log-likelihood (negative logarithm of LMPE in equation (19))
divided by the number of degrees of freedom. The number of degrees of freedom is the
number of photon hits N subtracted by 5 since five parameters describe the track. Small
negative log-likelihood values at the global minimum stand for sharp peaks which indicate
confident results and good reconstruction quality.

Figure 25 depicts the ψ distribution partitioned by rlogl as well as the 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9
quantiles of the distributions for isotropic Nugen events. The quality is indeed correlated
to rlogl and small rlogl indicate good reconstruction. Most of the events are distributed
between rlogl = 6.5 and 8,5 and the quantiles of the distribution level off with rlogl larger
than around 8.5. Analogous to the procedure earlier the selection conditions on rlogl are
assigned as listed in table 8.
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Figure 25: Distribution of ψ partitioned by rlogl. The 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 quantile of the ψ
distribution within each bin partition are provided.
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Selection rlogl

0.5Q 11
0.75Q 9.5
0.9Q 8

Table 8: Selection conditions on rlogl. Events with lower rlogl are selected.

6.1.4 Quality Selection Proposals

Taking isotropic Nugen events after LLHRstop selection and considering ψ distributions
depending on ldir, lfr, ∆1, ∆2 and rlogl three quality selection proposals are made. All
selection conditions are listed in table 6, 7 and 8. The overall ψ distribution before
and after the quality selections are depicted in figure 26 as well as the corresponding
cumulative distribution functions. Furthermore the impact of the quality selections on
hard and soft neutrino selection levels are illustrated. The statistical significance after
neutrino selections, especially the hard selection, is not great and fluctuations affect the
distributions strongly. The distributions show clearly that the quality selections indeed
enhance the resolution of the detector. As a help the number of some quantiles are
presented as well in table 9.

Referring to figure 26 and table 9 there is no clear evidence for correlation between
the soft and hard neutrino selection and the reconstruction quality. Differences of the
distribution between the neutrino selection levels are mostly due to statistical fluctuations.
On first sight the 0.9Q selection seems to be much more efficient than the other two quality
selections. The 0.9Q selection brings down the median to around ψ = 1◦ which corresponds

Neutrino Quality 0.9- 0.99- Passing
Selection Level Selection Level Median Quantile Quantile Rate

No Selection 2.06◦ 9.73◦ 34.74◦

LLHRstop 0.5Q 1.92◦ 8.31◦ 21.31◦ 94.7%
0.75Q 1.58◦ 6.08◦ 13.92◦ 79.6%
0.9Q 1.02◦ 3.77◦ 9.31◦ 40.0%
No Selection 2.37◦ 10.67◦ 37.93◦

Soft 0.5Q 2.23◦ 9.18◦ 21.55◦ 95.1%
0.75Q 1.80◦ 6.49◦ 13.21◦ 78.7%
0.9Q 1.11◦ 4.23◦ 9.26◦ 37.6%
No Selection 1.90◦ 9.51◦ 60.25◦

Hard 0.5Q 1.85◦ 8.76◦ 21.41◦ 98.1%
0.75Q 1.55◦ 6.83◦ 11.67◦ 87.8%
0.9Q 0.97◦ 4.49◦ 10.42◦ 49.2%

Table 9: Medians, 0.9-Quantiles and 0.99-Quantiles of the distributions in figure 26. Fur-
thermore the passing rates of each selection condition compared to before quality
selections are provided.
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Figure 26: Distribution and cumulative distribution of ψ before and after the quality se-
lections. The color coding is the same in all graphs and indicated in the legend.
Ingoing events are isotropic Nugen after Veto and LLHRstop selection (top),
after soft neutrino selection (middle) and after hard neutrino selection (bottom)
respectively.

roughly to half the size of the source this analysis is looking for and the 0.99-quantile is
pushed to around 10◦ which means 99% of the signal events passing the selection land in
the on-source region.

However also the passing rates of the quality selection must be considered. As to be
expected the 0.9Q selection discards more than half of the events while the 0.5Q selection
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is passed by almost all events. As already pointed out the LLHRstop selection already
enhances the reconstruction quality rather well and the accumulation of events which
appears above ψ = 40◦ in a logarithmically scaled plot (cf. figure 21), i.e. the majority of
really bad reconstructed tracks, disappears. If it turns out that no further improvements
in detector resolution is needed the 0.5Q selection condition fits the requirements of this
analysis best. The 0.75Q selection is evidently in between the 0.5Q and 0.9Q selections
regarding resolution enhancement and passing rates. Altogether it is to be pointed out
that the 0.75Q selection improves the detector resolution quite significantly compared to
0.5Q while the passing rates are still good.

6.2 Point Source Significance

The sensitivity of the detector can be enhanced by not considering the whole on-source
region but just a subspace of it. A reasonable window around the galactic center is to be
declared referred to as the signal region whereby the size of it is determined by optimizing
the significance analogous to chapter 5. The background events here are isotropic neutrino
events. Thus Ns/

√
Nb is optimized where Ns is the number of passing point source Nugen

events and Nb the number of passing isotropic Nugen events. The optimal size of the signal
region and the achieved enhancement in significance depend crucially on the distribution
of the reconstructed track direction around the true point source direction, i.e. on the
resolution of the detector.

For simplicity the signal region is proposed to have nearly a rectangular shape declared
as the overlap between the declination band of size 2 · ∆δ0 and right ascension band of
size 2 ·∆α0 around the Galactic Center position (δ, α) = (−28.9362◦, 266.25◦). It is not
possible to do an optimization on ∆α since there is no α information available for Nugen
events. Therefore as a further simplification the signal region is proposed to be quadratic,
i.e. the angular distance of ∆δ to be equal to the angular distance of ∆α. This leads to
the relation

∆α0 = arccos

(
cos (∆δ0)− cos (θGC)2

sin (θGC)2

)
(39)

which can be deduced by considering equation (36) and setting equal pure deviation in
zenith (φMPE = φMC) to pure deviation in azimuth angle (θMPE = θMC). For the point
source θMC and φMC correspond to θGC and φGC . Furthermore the relations

cos(∆δ) = cos(θMPE − θGC) = sin θMPE sin θGC + cos θMPE cos θGC (40)

and analogously

cos(∆α) = sinφMPE sinφGC + cosφMPE cosφGC (41)

are used. Finally the degree of freedom to determine the signal region is reduced to one
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Figure 27: Distribution of ∆δ on soft (left) and hard (right) neutrino selection level for
interesting point source and isotropic Nugen. All distributions are normalized
to 1.

and can be fixed by setting ∆δ0. This approach has also been used in the IC40 Galactic
Center analysis [1].

The distribution of ∆δ is illustrated in figure 27. It is obvious that the distribution of
the point source events deviates crucially from the distribution of isotropic event and that
small ∆δ are favorable to select point source events. Figure 28 shows Ŝ depending on ∆δ
selection condition for all three quality selection proposals respectively. The significance
improvement as well as the passing rates are compared to neutrino selection level, that
is before the quality selection. Comparing the curves of Ŝ between the different quality
selections to each other it gets apparent that it looks relatively different for 0.9Q. This
is plausible referring to figure 26 and remarking that the ψ distribution is clearly more
affected by 0.9Q compared to the other quality selections. However comparing the absolute
values Ŝ is significantly lower for 0.9Q and this quality cut is not considered further. The
Ŝ values of 0.5Q and 0.75Q on the other hand look similar. However the maximum value
of Ŝ is slightly higher for 0.75Q. Furthermore referring to table 9 the resolution of the
detector improves significantly with 0.75Q selection compared to 0.5Q while the loss of
passing rate is still acceptable. Therefore finally the 0.75Q quality selection is chosen and
reading off the location of the maximum in figure 28 the selection condition for ∆δ is
declared as ∆δ < 2◦ for the soft as well as hard selection.

For the soft selection the significance improves by Ŝ = 1.50 corresponding to a passing
rate of 60.7% point source and 16.4% isotropic Nugen events. For the hard selection the
significance improvement is better and the selection conditions yield Ŝ = 1.62. Compared
to before quality and ∆δ selection 66.9% interesting point source events are left and 17.1%
isotropic events.
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Figure 28: Improvement in significance indicated by Ŝ on soft neutrino selection level (left)
and hard neutrino selection level (right) applying 0.5Q (top), 0.75Q (middle)
or 0.9Q (bottom) respectively and the selection on ∆δ as given by the x-axis.
The vertical blue lines mark the maximum.

6.3 Final Selection

The finally declared selection conditions in order to enhance the significance of point source
neutrino events compared to isotropic neutrino events are listed in table 10. No selection
condition on ∆1 is applied. Note that there is no selection condition on ∆α declared
neither. The selection level after applying condition of table 4 and 10 is referred to as the
final selection level in the following.
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ldir > 200 m
lfr > 300 m
∆2 < 80◦

rlogl < 9.5
∆δ < 2◦

Table 10: Conditions for the point source selection.

Furthermore the passing rates of Nugen, interesting Nugen, isotropic Nugen and burn
sample are provided in table 11. The numbers for Nugen correspond to the number
of events being registered by the detector and passing the selection conditions after an
exposure time of one year to a source as described in section 4.2.1 for point source and
section 4.2.2 for isotropic Nugen. Also the rates of the passing events compared to filter
level are given in the bottom part of the table. Corsika is left out since after quality level
so few events are left such that no further meaningful conclusions can be made. The hard
quality selection is not even passed by one event.

Ŝ given in the table are improvements in significance compared to filter level. Here
the significance of interesting Nugen to burn sample is considered opposite to chapter 5
in which the significance is obtained by considering Corsika as background. Although
not considered during the optimization the quality and point source selection discards
relatively more cosmic ray events than signal events enhancing the neutrino significance
further. Cosmic ray events passing the neutrino selection must be misreconstructed events
except for atmospheric neutrino induced events. Since the quality selection however dis-
cards events indicating bad reconstruction the passing rates for cosmic ray events is signifi-
cantly lower after neutrino selection cleaning compared to Nugen. Furthermore cosmic ray
events are isotropic such that the point source selection enhances the neutrino significance
further. The Ŝ values in the table show that clearly.
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Selection Interesting Isotropic Burn
Level Nugen Nugen Nugen Sample Ŝ

Filter level 15.95 1.063 547.4 90,083,678
Neutrino level
soft 0.3901 0.2851 135.8 16,926 18.2
hard 0.1953 0.1114 47.73 85 108
Quality level
soft 0.3253 0.2365 236.5 3940 33.6
hard 0.1784 0.1015 41.92 14 243
Final level
soft 0.2464 0,1730 22.21 815 54.2
hard 0.1395 0.07450 8.144 7 251
Neutrino level
soft 2.45% 26.8% 24.8% 0,0216%
hard 1.22% 10.5% 8.72% 0,0000944%
Quality level
soft 2.04% 22.2% 43.2% 4.37 ·10−3%
hard 1.12% 9.55% 7.66% 1.55 ·10−5%
Final level
soft 1.55% 16.3% 4.06% 9.04 ·10−4%
hard 0.875% 7.01% 1.49% 7.77 ·10−6%

Table 11: Passing rates at all selection levels discussed in this chapter. The rates are
always compared to filter level.
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7 Results

After the selection conditions are finally declared the performance of the analysis must
be quantified. Two properties of the detector are presented in the following, the effective
area and the sensitivity. Furthermore the outcomes are compared to the results obtained
by the analyses of Hülß [1] and Schönherr [2] whereby it has to be reminded that they
were using IC40 and IC79 respectively and different online filter conditions.

7.1 Effective Area

The effective area Aeff represents the efficiency of the detector with respect to neutrinos.
It is defined as [18]

Aeff =
ndet
ngen

·Agen (42)

where ndet is the number of detected events, ngen the number of generated events coming
from the source and Agen the cross-sectional area within which the neutrinos are gener-
ated. That is the effective area corresponds to the cross-sectional area of an ideally efficient
detector which would detect the same amount of neutrinos. Effective area is energy depen-
dent and is influenced by selection conditions. The hard selection which withdraws more
events reduces the effective area more than the soft selection. Technically the distribution
of effective area is determined by weighting the events with

wAeff =
OneWeight

EMC · ngen · Ωs · nE
. (43)

where nE is the energy magnitude range of the generated events. For the Nugen dataset
9732 which simulates events in the energy range between 101 GeV and 107 GeV it yields
nE = 6. The sum of all weighted events then corresponds to the total effective area. To
obtain the effective area dependent on energy as in figure 33 nE has to be divided by the
number of bins.

The effective area at filter level, neutrino selection level, quality selection level and
final selection level respectively for soft and hard selection are depicted. The graphs show
that the effective area is strongly correlated to the energy of the events and within the
interesting energy range between 100 GeV and 100 TeV it varies over several orders of
magnitude.

The comparison shows obviously that the soft selection configuration is much more
sensitive to events below 10 TeV. Furthermore the graphs show that the neutrino selection
does reduce the effective area more than the subsequent quality or point source selections.
The effective area is determined considering all point source Nugen events, i.e. also outside
starting events.
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Figure 29: Effective area of the detector on filter level, neutrino, quality and final selection
level for soft (left) and hard (right) selection respectively.

7.2 Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the detector to a neutrino point source at the Galactic Center is speci-
fied in two ways, by the model rejection potential and the discovery potential. The model
rejection potential is calculated with the method proposed in [19]. It indicates the maxi-
mum flux of the source which can be rejected with a confidence of 90%. The calculation of
the discovery potential is adopted from [18] and it indicates the minimum flux of a source
which causes a background excess of 5σ with a confidence of 90%.

In both calculations the expected amount of background events nb within the signal
region goes in. In the course of this analysis nb is estimated by the burn sample dataset.
The amount of burn sample events passing the final selection is 815 for the soft and 7 for
the hard energy selection. However up to now no refiltering in α has been considered since
it has not been possible for the simulation datasets. To be consistent it is proposed to
do refiltering on the condition given in equation (22) with MPE reconstructed direction.
Applying the complete refiltering the number of events passing changes to 689 for soft and
6 for hard final selection.

To obtain nb the passing burn sample numbers must be normalized to the size of the
signal source compared to the size of the off-source region. However for the purposes of
the analysis it is accurate enough to estimate the number of background by considering
the whole α band of data taking instead of only considering the off-source region. Finally
nb is determined as

nb = nBur ·
∆α0 · sin θGC

40◦
· texp

320 h
(44)
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Figure 30: Distribution of difference in azimuth angle between Monte Carlo truth neutrino
direction and MPE reconstruction for interesting point source Nugen after hard
and soft final selection. The distributions are normalized to 1.

where nBur is the number of passing burn sample events and texp is the time of exposure.
∆α0 is determined according to equation 39. Recall that the size of the region permitted
by the GCHE in α is 2 · 40◦/ sin θGC and that the total measure time of the burn sample
is 320 h.

Furthermore to assess the sensitivity the number of signal events ns to be expected
within the signal region is needed. As already pointed out it is not possible to do a
selection in α for the currently available simulation datasets. However figure 30 shows
the distribution of ψazi = |φMC − φMPE | after soft and hard final selection. The right
ascension size of the signal region is given by equation (39) and putting in ∆δ0 = 2◦ it
yields ∆α0 = 2.28◦. Figure 30 shows that most of the events apparently would pass the
condition on α anyway after the final selection. Therefore the putative systematical error
coming in by not considering selection conditions on α can be assumed to be acceptably
small for the purposes of this analysis. Thus ns is the weighted number of point source
Nugen events passing the final selection. Furthermore here all Nugen events are considered,
i.e. also outside starting Nugen events and coincident events if they pass the final selection.

7.2.1 Model Rejection Potential

The model rejection potential is determined by

Φ90 = Φs ·
n90

ns
(45)

where Φs is the flux of the simulated point source (cf. section 4.2.1) and n90 is the upper
limit of the background fluctuation according to the method by [19]. n90 depends on the
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Figure 31: Model rejection potential depending on time of exposure.

expected background events within the signal region nb and is determined as [20]

n90(nb) =
inf∑

nobs=0

µ90(nobs, nb)Pnb(nobs) (46)

where Pλ(k) represents the Poisson distribution with the mean λ and argument k. µ90(i, j)
is the 90% confidence upper limit of the difference between j and the real mean of the
Poisson distribution measuring i. The upper limit is described in more detail in [19]. For
large i and j the calculation of poisson distributions become numerically extensive and
therefore the distributions are approximated by Gaussians if nb is larger than 100.

Finally the model rejection potentials are calculated for the interesting energy range
between 100 GeV and 100 TeV simulating a low energy source and for the whole available
energy range which goes up to 10 PeV simulating a high energy source for soft and hard
selections respectively. The calculated potentials are depicted in figure 31. The potential
depends on the exposure time and it is calculated for exposure times up to 5 years in half
year steps. The ingoing values are presented in table 12 as well as the result after one year
exposure time.

The soft selection yields worse sensitivity than the hard selection as expected by com-
paring the significance factor Ŝ from chapter 5 and 6. Furthermore the sensitivity is better
if the source is high energetic which is obvious since the high energy source simulated here
is more luminous than the low energy source. Figure 31 also shows that the difference
between high and low energy source is less notable for the soft selection than for the hard
selection indicating that the soft configuration improves the performance of the detector
compared to the hard selection configuration for lower energetic sources. However even
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for low energy source the hard selection configuration works better considering the model
rejection potential and the use of the soft configuration has to be inspected for other source
models.

Configuration ns nBur nb n90 Φ90

[s−1cm−2GeV]
Low Energy
Soft 0.1912 689 944 53.2 2.78 · 10−6

Hard 0.08429 6 8.22 6.24 7.41 · 10−7

High Energy
Soft 0.2464 689 944 53.2 2.16 · 10−6

Hard 0.1395 6 8.22 6.24 4.48 · 10−7

Table 12: Model rejection limits event numbers going in for the calculation.

7.2.2 Discovery Potential

The discovery potential is the minimum flux of the source which induces an excess of 5σ
background fluctuation with a confidence of 90%. 5σ is a standardized limit to claim
discovery and corresponds for a normalized Gaussian to 2.85×10−7.

The discovery potential is calculated according to equation (45) where n90 here is the
minimum expected number of the signal to observe a 5σ background excess by a 90%
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Figure 32: Discovery potential depending on time of exposure.
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confidence. That is n90 is determined by setting

0.9 =
∞∑

nobs=n0

Pn90+nb(nobs) (47)

where n0 is determined by specifying the (1-5σ)-quantile of the Poisson distribution with
mean nb, i.e.

2.85 · 10−7 =
∞∑

nobs=n0

Pnb(nobs) . (48)

Also the discovery potential depends on the exposure time and figure 32 depicts it
for up to 5 years exposure time in half year steps. Compared to the model rejection
potential the discovery potential is roughly a factor 5 larger. The relation between the
different configurations are similar as it has been for the model rejection potential. Also
the ingoing measures ns and nb are the same as for the model rejection potential case and
are listed in table 13 as well as the calculated discovery potential after 1 year.

Configuration Ns NBur Nb n90 Φ90

[s−1cm−2GeV]
Low Energy
Soft 0.1912 689 944 201 1.05 · 10−5

Hard 0.08429 6 8.22 25.7 3.05 · 10−6

High Energy
Soft 0.2464 689 944 201 8.16 · 10−6

Hard 0.1395 6 8.22 25.7 1.84 · 10−6

Table 13: Minimal detectable source fluxes and event numbers going in for the calculation.

7.3 Comparison to prior analyses

To evaluate the outcomes comparisons to prior analyses are necessary. However it is not
easy to find analyses whose outcomes can be compared to this one. Most of the point
source analyses in IceCube are looking for point sources in the northern hemisphere and
achieve as to be expected much better sensitivities than this analysis. Furthermore the
focus mainly lies on high energy sources while in this analysis the interesting energy range
is between 100 GeV and 100 TeV.

The analyses by Hülß [1] and Schönherr [2] have been important guides for this work
and this analysis is understood to be a succession to them. Therefore the results are
particularly compared to the outcomes of [1] and [2] in the following.
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7.3.1 Comparison to analysis on IC40 [1]

The analysis by Hülß has been done with the IC40 configuration of IceCube. Since
a bigger size of the detector improves detection efficiency as well as the quality of the
reconstruction the sensitivity achieved in this analysis should be significantly better. First
the effective area after all selection conditions are compared and is depicted in figure 33.
Note that the selection conditions assigned in both analyses are different. Furthermore
n90 divided by effective area is depicted which is a strongly correlated measure to the
sensitivity. The n90 obtained by the hard selection, i.e. n90 = 6.24, is compared since this
analysis is most comparable to the high energy analysis done with IC40. The red curve
shows that almost for the whole energy region the sensitivity of IC86 is by a factor of 10
lower, that is better.

The actual sensitivity then is compared and provided in figure 34. In [1] the energy
spectrum is modeled

dN

dE
∝ E−γ exp

(
E

Ecut

)
. (49)

To maintain comparability the same model has been adopted with γ = −2 and accordingly
the sensitivity determined. The calculated potentials after one year exposure time for
different Ecut are depicted and compared to the outcomes from the analysis with IC40.
It has to be considered that the results of the analysis on IC40 are read off by eye and
that errors due to inaccurateness come about. For validation the reader is referred to
the original work [1]. The most comparable configuration is the hard selection rejection
potential. Figure 34 shows that the configuration assessed in this analysis is indeed better.
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cording to equation (49) with γ = −2.

Furthermore the graph shows that for a model with Ecut < 104 GeV the soft selection
works better than the hard selection.

7.3.2 Comparison to analysis with Charge Filter [2]

The most important difference between this work and the analysis on IC79 is the appli-
cation of the charge filter which is not anymore applied in the GCHE filter used in this
analysis. Although for low energetic events below 100 GeV the efficiency improves signif-
icantly due to the strings 79 and 80 (cf. figure 3) which have relatively short distance to
the neighboring strings the effect due to the different detector size on the sensitivity in
the end is assumed to be negligible for the interesting energy range of this analysis and
therefore is not focussed on here. To show charge filter effects the selection rules of the
analysis on IC79 are taken and applied on IC86. The significance of interesting events to
Corsika improves by ŜIC79 = 46.51 compared to filter level with the IC79 Galactic Center
analysis conditions including the charge filter. Selection in δ or α are not done in [2] and
therefore the level to compare with is the quality selection level. Referring to table 11 the
significance improvement with the hard selection is Ŝ = 243 in this analysis and much
better than the significance obtained by the analysis with charge filter. Even the soft
selection with Ŝ = 33.6 is comparably good.

The effective area of the selection assigned in the analysis with charge filter is depicted
in the left graph of figure 35. Furthermore on the right graph the final cut effective area
of this analysis is compared with it. The effective area is significantly larger with the
soft selection for events with energies below 50 TeV. For the hard selection the effective
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Figure 35: Effective area of the selection assigned by the analysis with charge filter (left)
and comparison of the outcomes of this analysis with it on level 5 (right). Level
3, level 4 and level 5 are defined in [2]

area is slightly lower but comparably similar, except for energies below 30 GeV at which
the effective area drops. Recalling the much better significance achieved with the hard
selection it is remarkable that the effective area, i.e. the neutrino efficiency, is still similar
to the analysis on IC79 over a large energy range.

7.4 Summary and Conclusion

Although the detector sensitivities for neutrino sources in the northern hemisphere is
better due to the shielding effects by the Earth it is worth looking at the Galactic Center
which is in the southern hemisphere since regarding the distance and luminosity it is
a very promising region to detect neutrinos from. By applying selection conditions the
detector sensitivity is adjusted for muon neutrino events with energies between 100 GeV
and 100 TeV. There are other groups focusing on energies below or above and the detector
performance of the configuration assessed here is not compatible to them in other energy
areas. Furthermore this work is based on the IC86 configuration and the data is taken
from 2011 which has been the first year in which IceCube has been running on its actual
complete state.

In order to improve the sensitivity simulation datasets are reviewed whereby the signal
events are simulated by Nugen and the cosmic ray background by Corsika. Burn sample
datasets are used to validate the accuracy of the simulation. Furthermore in order to adjust
the detector configuration for point sources quality and point source selection conditions
are assigned by considering point source and isotropic Nugen. Two selection conditions
are proposed, the soft and hard selection. The hard selection achieves better sensitivity.
On the other hand the soft selection keeps more events from the whole interesting energy
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range between 100 GeV and 100 TeV.
Finally applying the selection conditions the significance of interesting Nugen events

improves by the factor Ŝ = 54.2 if compared to the burn sample for the soft selection on
final selection level. 9.04 · 10−4% of the burn sample events pass the soft final selection
condition. The hard selection is passed by 7.77 · 10−6% of the burn sample events yielding
the sensitivity improvement of Ŝ = 251. The achieved improvements in significance are
not directly comparable to the results by [2] in which the GCHE filter includes also a
charge filter since in the IC79 Galactic Center analysis no point source analysis has been
done. In order to compare the significances after quality cuts are compared. Compared to
the sensitivity improvement in the IC79 analysis the hard selection of this analysis, which
is the more comparable one than the soft selection, achieves a significance which is better
by around a factor of 5 after quality selection (ŜIC79 = 46.51 and ŜIC86 = 243).

To give a first estimation of the detector sensitivity the passing burn sample events are
considered. The best achieved model rejection potential is Φ90 = 7.41 · 10−7 s−1cm−2GeV
and the best discovery potential is Φ90 = 3.05 · 10−6 s−1cm−2GeV assuming a source with
γ = −2 spectrum and the energy range between 100 GeV and 100 TeV. Compared to the
outcomes of IC40 the sensitivity of the detector towards a source at the Galactic Center
is appreciably improved.

Next step is to do the unblinding with all available experimental data from 2011. The
promising sensitivity estimates achieved by this analysis indicate that the unblinding will
gain interesting results leading in a new limit of the neutrino flux from the Galactic Center
region or even in discovery of an extraterrestrial neutrino source in that region.
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